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Introduction
I-Wars is a team competition that  is  intended to enhance the Cyber Operations (CO) community  by 
reducing time and cost of apprenticeship training and by improving the motivation and quality of the CO 
workforce.

Critical to improving quality and reducing time and cost of apprenticeship training is ensuring a greater 
depth of knowledge and utility of CO skills in personnel entering the workforce. CO specialists 1) protect 
data,  networks,  and  net-centric  capabilities;  and  2)  neutralize  the  digital  capabilities  of  adversaries 
including  their  ability  to  communicate,  initiate  attacks,  and  control  infrastructure.  Critical  CO  skills  
therefore  include  low-level  programming,  operating  system  weaknesses  and  vulnerabilities,  network 
protocols, encryption, authentication, integrity protection, reverse engineering, and forensic analysis of  
traffic and data. The I-Wars competition can exercise some or all of those skills.

Motivation can be encouraged by continuity of CO education over the entire academic experience and its 
relevance to reality. The environment of the proposed competition mimics real life, thereby enhancing the 
relevance of the competition and increasing interest. Moreover, it is a simple matter to choose a particular 
level of experience for the competition. Thus, the competition may be executed at the 6 th grade level,  
where  students  have  little  experience  and  understanding  of  networks,  operating  systems,  attack  or  
defense, it may be executed at the high school level where crypto becomes a major component, it may be  
executed at the university level where students have some understanding of the above principles and 
implementations, and it can be used at the advanced level where participants can be expected to know 
how to reverse engineer binary code, low-level network protocols, assembly code and so on.  If used 
frequently at many levels the expected impact of the proposed competition on the CO community will be 
greatly improved quality of CO specialists and a higher number of CO specialists who have enhanced 
motivation to succeed. Evaluation of  the competition at several levels will  provide an estimate of  the 
numbers associated with this impact.

Below, the Monitor is the software that supports every aspect of the competition.  Humans competing in a 
contest are called Players.  The software they use to interface with the contest Monitor is called a Client. 
Clients may be developed by Players but a ready-made Client is supplied for less advanced competitions.

I-Wars Overview
Teams use ready-made or custom software systems called Clients to accumulate wealth in a variety of 
ways including trades,  waging wars,  exploiting Monitor vulnerabilities,  and stealing wealth from other 
teams’ Clients.  Wealth is measured in a currency called Rupyulars.  Besides hard currency, teams may 
possess raw materials and/or finished products. All of which are referred to in this manual as assets..  
Each of the latter possessions has a value in Rupulars which is determined by a Monitor.  Values change  
during the competition roughly according to supply and demand.  Each team is initially assigned a number 
of accounts: teams can name their accounts but the number is set by the Contest Administrator.  The 
Contest Administrator also sets the amount of time the competition will be played and the start time.  A  
scoreboard, operated by the Monitor and publicly accessible, shows teams ranked by the sum of wealth  
of their assigned accounts.  When the competition ends, the winner is the teams ranked the highest.

Wealth is distributed by the Monitor every hour to assigned accounts as raw resources (each having a  
unit value in Rupyulars) or Rupyulars themselves. There are six kinds of resources and three kinds of 
finished products that may be manufactured from the resources. The resources are: oil, steel, plastic,  
copper, glass, and rubber. The products are: weapons, computers, and vehicles. An account's wealth can  
be increased (or perhaps decreased) by

1. Constructing finished products from the raw resources,
2. Making deals with other systems to exchange resources, products, or Rupyulars,
3. Stealing items of wealth from other systems,
4. Making war with another system,
5. Trading on the Monitor's open market.
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Each item, resource or product, has a per unit value in Rupyulars. That value changes by the minute and  
is governed by legitimate transactions between systems, and the overall amount of the given resource in 
the market. Resources may be exchanged for other resources or Rupyulars by agreement between two 
parties. In this case there is no obligation to fix any particular exchange value for any item, or even to  
accept an offer.  Resources are used in certain fixed proportions to create units of  finished products.  
Finished products will typically have more value than the raw materials used to construct them because  
they can be used to acquire additional wealth. Weapons can be used to wage war on other systems. 
Computers can be used to unlock secrets about particular systems such as the resources an adversary  
possesses. Vehicles are needed to deploy weapons. Raw resources cannot be recovered from a finished 
product.

I-Wars Details

Economy
Teams compete in an economy that  is a simplified version of  reality.  Assets in the economy include  
currency, called Rupyulars (and referred to as cash), raw materials, and finished products.  Table 1 shows 
the competition assets by resource type.

Resource Type Assets

Currency Rupyulars

Raw Materials Oil, Steel, Rubber, Plastic, Copper, Glass

Finished Products Computers, Weapons, Vehicles

Table 1: Assets by type
 

Teams acquire raw materials or cash through periodic grants from the competition software, called the 
Monitor,  and  any  asset  by  trading,  stealing,  winning  a  war,  or  in  the  case  of  finished  products,  by 
synthesizing raw materials.   Table 2 shows what is required to produce a finished product  from raw 
materials (this is editable).  A single Client can synthesize a finished product only if it has the necessary  
quantities of raw materials.  The Client may acquire those quantities by trading with other Clients or 
stealing.  Finished products tend to be worth more than the net worth of the raw materials from which they  
are composed.  They are also used for spying (computers) and defending against attack (weapons and 
vehicles).  A Client that is lacking defenses will lose wealth if attacked (spoils go to the attacker).

Finished Product Raw Materials Needed for Synthesis

Computer 2 units each of copper, plastic, and glass

Weapon 2 units each of steel, plastic, and oil

Vehicle 2 units each of steel. Glass, and oil

Table 2: Synthesis of finished products from raw materials

The following is an outline of the role the Economy plays in the competition.

1. Each raw material and finished product has a unit value in Rupyulars and the total worth of a team 
is the sum of cash held by the team, units of raw material held times the unit values of the raw  
materials, and units of finished products held times the unit values of finished products held. As in  
reality, the unit value of any raw material or finished product varies with time depending on laws of  
supply and demand.
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1. The Monitor determines what those values are every few minutes. All teams start with an amount of  
assets  that  is  determined  by  the  parameter  ‘Init  assets  w/  player’  that  is  set  by  the  Contest 
Administrator in the Configurator (see Section The Configurator and Appendix J for details) before 
the contest begins – the default value is 10 units of each resource. In exchange for a team putting a  
Client online, and therefore making it vulnerable, the Monitor ‘sends’ that Client some cash and/or 
raw materials every X minutes where X is determined by the Configurator parameter ‘Resource 
distribution’ that is set by the Contest Administrator before the contest begins – the default is 30 
minutes.   The total value of sent items, in rupyulars, is determined by the parameter ‘Player dist. 
amount’ that is set by the Contest Administrator in the Configurator before the contest begins – the 
default is 100.  A moment when resources are ‘sent’ is identified as a distribution epoch.  Before the 
first distribution epoch the Monitor has decided on a  preferred  raw material for each Client.  At 
every distribution epoch, for each Client, the Monitor determines what raw materials and/or cash is 
to be ‘sent’ using the following algorithm (symbol ‘/’ represents integer division – no decimals).

Algorithm for distributing resources at a distribution epoch

   Let H be the total value of resources and rupyulars to be distributed to the Client
   Let B be an empty ‘bin’ to hold resources and rupyulars that will be sent to the Client
   Let A be the Client’s preferred raw material 
   Let M(A) be the current market value of a unit of A
   If M(A)  > H/2 add H/2 rupyulars to B.
   Otherwise, add (H/2)/M(A)  units of A to B and add (H/2) mod M(A) rupyulars to B  
   Let Y = H/2
   Repeat while Y > 0 
       Randomly choose raw material R such that M(R) < Y
       If no such R can be found then put Y Rupyulars in B and set Y = 0            
       Otherwise add 1 unit of R to B and set Y = Y - M(R)

          Send contents of B to the Client.  

       Note: current market values remain fixed while distributions takes place.

       Example: preferred resource is R1 with unit value 16, other resources are R2 with unit value 27, R3 
with unit value 2, R4 with value 10.  Suppose ‘Player dist. amount’ is H = 100.  Add (100/2)/16 = 3 
units of R1 (value = 48) and (100/2) mod 16 = 2 rupyulars to B.  Pick R2.  Add (100/2)/27 = 1 unit of 
R2 (value = 27) to B.  Y = 50 – 27 = 23.  Pick R3.  Add 23/2 = 11 units of R3 to B.  Y = 23-22 = 1. 
Pick R4.  Add 1 rupyular to B.  Contents of  B at end of algorithm: 3 of  R1 (value = 48), 1 of  R2 
(value = 27), 11 of R3 (value = 22), 3 rupyulars.  Total value of the contents of B is 100 rupyulars. 

2. A team can acquire cash plus a variety of raw materials by having several Clients. The number of 
Clients allowed for a team is determined by the Contest Administrator and is generally restricted by 
the type of host that the Monitor is running on: a Cyber Range affords perhaps 100s of Clients per  
team, a desktop computer calls for perhaps 3 Clients at most.

3. A team can have any one of its Clients construct a finished product if  it  possesses all  the raw 
materials in quantities that are needed to do so. Creating finished products is advantageous as 
these usually have greater value that the sum of the values of raw materials they are composed of 
and because finished products  may be used to obtain  wealth  from other  teams through ways 
explained below.

4. For a Client to get all the raw materials needed to create a finished product, the Client’s team must  
either initiate trades with other Clients (its team or other teams) or have the Client steal from some 
other team’s Clients. Doing either exposes the Client to analysis and possible future attack.

5. Market  value of  raw materials  and finished products  is  calculated every X minutes where X is 
determined from the Configurator parameter (see Section  The Configurator and  Appendix J for 
details)  ‘Market  value  calc.  time’ which  is  set  by  the  Contest  Administrator  before  the  contest 
begins.  Market value also changes when a trade takes place.
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Raw Materials
The  Contest  Administrator  may  create  and  name  any  number  of  raw  materials.  For  purposes  of 
illustration, the raw materials created for the preliminary version of the competition are presented here.  
These are: copper, steel, plastic, glass, rubber, oil. As stated, a Client may periodically be given units of  
one of these or cash by the Monitor if the Client is online (and communicating with the Monitor). Raw 
materials are needed to create finished products.

Finished Products
The Contest Administrator may create and name any number of finished products. Continuing with the  
example  above,  the  finished  products  for  the  preliminary  version  of  the  competition  are:  weapons, 
vehicles, and computers. A Client can make a finished product from quantities of raw materials in its  
possession. The specific raw materials needed and quantities of each are determined by the Contest 
Administrator before the competition. To make a finished product a Client sends a request message to the 
Monitor. If the Monitor grants the request the Client is given the finished product in exchange for the raw  
materials offered. Once a Team feels it has sufficient weapons and vehicles it may declare war on Clients  
of another team and attack it. The opposing team must commit a number of weapons and vehicles to  
counter the attack. The Monitor decides who the winner is based on rules determined by the Contest 
Administrator and probability. Those rules are known to all teams. Before declaring war, a team must  
assess its chance of winning. To do this the team collects intelligence by intercepting communications, all  
of which travel through the Monitor, by breaking into the Clients of the opponent (bypassing the Monitor),  
and by exploiting vulnerabilities in the Monitor. The Monitor does not make the network topology of the 
competition available to everyone but a team may exchange with the Monitor computers for intelligence.  
The winner of a war collects spoils (cash, raw materials, finished products) from the loser which, in value, 
falls in a range that is determined by the Contest Administrator (see Appendix J, PILLAGE_PERCENT_).

Monitor
The Monitor controls communications between Clients, responds to Client commands, issues directives 
when information is needed from a Client, maintains a database to keep track of the ownership of cash,  
raw materials, and finished products of each Client, controls the changing economy, and makes decisions  
such as declaring winners in cases of battles fought. The Monitor is built like a simple operating system: it  
has many running threads synchronized with locks;  it  has modules that  establish and maintain a file  
system; it  has low level  functions for network communications;  and it  will  has low-level  functions for  
memory operations. The Monitor is built using the C language and compiled using gcc.

Specific Monitor functions are:

1. keep track of who is alive (and therefore registered)

2. keep track of who owns what. The Monitor’s database of wealth distribution is official.  It keeps 
track of legitimate transactions and determines the winner and spoils in case of war.

3. approves all communications.  One reason for this is to slow down transaction rates to prevent  
and set   network overload.  A second reason is to be sure that the Monitor's database is always 
official.

4. trade  unwanted  finished  products  and  resources  with  Clients.   Prices,  in  such  cases,  are 
determined solely by the Monitor, and the Monitor will not reveal what costs it requires. Players  
must simply try to see if the Monitor is willing to trade.

5. support a Client‘s attempt to read information about another Client’s environment (an attempt 
may also be made to get a dim-witted system to divulge such information, independent of the 
Monitor). The more computers a Client has, the better chance it has of obtaining secrets. The 
more security a Client has, the better chance it has of protecting its secrets. A Client may use 
computer resources to get a chance at guessing another system's secrets.

6. maintain a scoreboard

7. sign certificates
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Once the competition has started, the Monitor will always be listening on a port that is decided by the 
Contest Administrator.  Transactions with the Monitor will always involve a handshake ending in a single 
line  from  the  Client  containing  a  command  followed  by  a  sequence  of  arguments.  Details  of  the 
handshake and a list of commands and directives can be found in Appendix A and Appendix B.

The Monitor supports encryption, integrity, and authentication services but Clients are not obligated to use 
these. The Monitor also acts as a Certification Authority with its own public key. As such, the Monitor can  
create Client public and private keys and can distribute public keys from any other Client, regardless of 
team. The Monitor is not a KDC and does not create secret keys but Clients can use the Diffie-Helmann  
key exchange that is supported by the Monitor to make secret keys.

The Monitor also implements the topology of the competition network. Each team is given some number 
of VMs and at least one subnet address. Teams assign host addresses to their VMs to connect them to 
their  subnet(s).  In advanced implementations of  the competition a team may choose to implement a  
router in one of its VMs and NAT to some or all of its remaining VMs. Topology up to assigned subnet  
addresses is saved by the Monitor in its database.

All messages that lead to changes in some Client’s wealth must pass through the Monitor in order to be  
counted. A Client of one team may spoof a Client of another team and send messages that steal such  
wealth. This is in addition to stealing wealth by exploiting vulnerabilities in Client or Monitor code or the 
communication protocol. A Client must protect against being spoofed. The Monitor will purposely delay, by 
a random, significant amount of time, delivery of a message intended for a Client that is from a different 
Client.  Thus,  teams  betting  that  they  do  not  have  to  worry  about  authenticating  messages may be  
surprised when an intruder sneaks in to the message chain and diverts some wealth away from those 
teams

The Contest Administrator may make either the binary or source code available to all teams depending on  
the skill level of the competition. The Contest Administrator determines how far ahead of the competition  
the Monitor will become available but typically this is 2 months in the case of a binary and as little as 1 
week in the case of C source code. Teams are expected to study the Monitor binary or code, looking for 
vulnerabilities and developing exploits. In the case of binary availability teams are expected to reverse 
engineer  the  Monitor.  The  Contest  Administrator  has  a  number  of  malicious  functions  available  for 
insertion  into  the  Monitor  and  teams should  find  out  what  they  are  and  neutralize  them or  risk  an  
unexpected loss of wealth during the competition, perhaps even in the final minutes.

Clients
Clients are the principal legitimate means of acquiring and holding wealth. Clients are written completely 
by teams or a team may use the ready-made Client of Appendix D. The Contest Administrator may decide 
what language is to be used by the teams to build Clients: the advanced competitions likely will require  
assembly language and the novice competitions may request Java or C++ but the Contest Administrator 
may decide on any language (even Haskell) for some reason or another. The Contest Administrator also 
designates how many Clients each team can run. This is the same as the number of VMs a team is 
designated but there can be more than one Client running on a particular VM. It is not necessary for a  
team’s Clients to be clones of each other and they may not even be functionally identical but they must  
obey the rules of communication, completely implement the competition protocol specification, and be 
written  in  the  same language as  specified  by  the  Contest  Administrator.  Depending  on  the  level  of  
competition the Contest Administrator may require binary or byte code samples of all Clients . If so, these  
will be distributed to all teams for analysis. In novice competitions the Contest Administrator may ask for  
all Client source code. Clients must be protected. As stated, the Monitor provides some services that may  
be used for protection but it is not required to do so.
Clients may trade with the Monitor. The Monitor will usually accept a fair trade (total value of items offered  
plus  tax  no less  than  total  value  of  items requested.   The  tax  is  determined  from the  Configurator  
parameter ‘Monitor tax’ which is a number that is always greater than 1 - see Page 80 for details). Recall 
the Monitor sets a value for each raw material and finished product.
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Algorithm for determining whether the Monitor should accept a trade

Let A be the total value in rupyulars of the assets offered for trade by a Client
Let B be the total value in rupyulars of the assets the Client requests from the Monitor
Let T be the Monitor tax, a number greater than 1
if A ≥ B*T then the Monitor accepts the trade, otherwise the Monitor declines the trade

Thus, if the trade is accepted, the Client receives from the Monitor a total value of assets that is less than  
the total value of assets it gave to the Monitor.  This trading policy encourages Players to offer fairer  
trades because, if a wealthy Player decides to trade resources at unfair prices, then other Players can 
simply turn to the Monitor, pay tax, and get a better deal than they otherwise would have gotten since the 
Monitor will never reject a trade as long as the tax is paid. 

But, smarter Teams of Players can also exploit this policy.  The Monitor does not have an infinite pool of  
resources. At every resource distribution epoch, resources are distributed to the Monitor bin as well as 
Clients.  In fact, the Monitor receives resources worth twice as many rupyulars as those distributed to 
Clients.  Therefore, a Team can drain resources from the Monitor via trades and potentially create a near  
monopoly over a resource in the market.  If this is accomplished it becomes difficult for a competing Team 
to acquire desired quantities of that resource without having to pay a very high price asked for by the  
monopoly. 

Clients  are allowed to have a separately  threaded component  which makes decisions about  trading, 
waging  war,  and  doing  reconnaissance  automatically,  without  human  intervention.  Using  automated 
Clients becomes necessary when a team is given hundreds of Clients and the competition is scheduled to  
run for several days.

Wars
A war will only be started between two Clients when one sends a WAR_DECLARE command and the other 
Client responds with a WAR_DEFEND command.

Both Clients must be active during the entire course of the war.  A Client is active if its Passive Server is  
ALIVE (the Monitor can communicate with it).  A Client that becomes inactive immediately is deemed 
defeated and forfeits all resources it has committed to the war.

If a WAR_TRUCE_OFFER is made by any Client, it must be acknowledged by its opponent.  Failure to do 
so results in immediate defeat.

A war ends if one of the two Clients runs out of weapons or vehicles, or if a truce is agreed upon, or if a  
Client becomes inactive.

If the receiver of a WAR_DECLARE request does not respond with a WAR_DEFEND in time, or if the receiver 
tries to defend with more weapons or vehicles than it currently has, then the sender of the WAR_DECLARE 
receives a part of the receiver's resources as a compensation. The war is not started in this case.

At the start of a war each warring Client commits a number of weapons and vehicles.  For example, Client  
JOHN_RIPPER might  commit  30 weapons and 30 vehicles with a  WAR_DECLARE command, whereas 
Client  ARCANGEL might  respond  by  committing  20  weapons  and  20  vehicles  with  a  WAR_DEFEND 
command.  After every X seconds (where X is determined by the Contest Administrator – see parameter 
‘Sec. between battles’, Page 83) the Monitor will initiate a battle between the warring Clients. Both Clients 
will lose some resources before the next battle commences but the winner will lose a smaller share of its 
resources than the loser.  The winner is determined probabilistically and is biased in favor of the defender  
and  the  Client  who  has  more  committed  resources  (see  the  section  “Algorithm for  determining  the
outcome of a battle” below for how the winner is determined and how the loses are determined for each 
Client). 
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Vehicles and weapons committed for one war cannot be used in another war and they are removed from 
status displays and wealth accounting until the war is over and the Monitor settles the resource outcome. 

Table 3 shows an example of the progress of a war between  JOHN_RIPPER and  ARCANGEL with the 
committed amounts of weapons and vehicles stated above.  Time is in seconds (let X be 60 for this  
example).

ARCANGEL JOHN_RIPPER

Battle Time Winner Weapons Vehicles Weapons Vehicles

0 0 - 20 20 30 30

1 60 JOHN_RIPPER 10 10 23 23

2 120 ARCANGEL 8 8 11 11

3 180 ARCANGEL 6 6 5 5

4 240 ARCANGEL 5 5 2 2

5 300 ARCANGEL 4 4 1 1

6 360 ARCANGEL 3 3 0 0

Table 3: Battles of a sample war

The war ends after six battles since  JOHN_RIPPER has run out of vehicles and weapons.  ARCANGEL 
gets  back  its  remaining  vehicles  and  weapons  (these  will  appear  in  status  displays  and  wealth 
calculations) which can be used in future wars or trades  ARCANGEL also receives some other resources 
belonging tp JOHN_RIPPER as spoils.

Now suppose, after two battles, both Clients agree to a truce. The war ends in that case and ARCANGEL 
gets back its remaining 8 weapons and vehicles, JOHN_RIPPER gets back its remaining 11 weapons and 
vehicles,  and the resources from the  truce  offerer  (stated  in  the  WAR_TRUCE_OFFER command)  get 
transferred from the Client offering the truce to the Client accepting the truce.

If,  say,  ARCANGEL becomes  inactive  (unreachable)  during  the  war  the  war  ends,  JOHN_RIPPER is 
deemed the winner and gets its remaining weapons and vehicles back plus some part of  ARCANGEL’s 
resources as spoils.

It should also be noted that two Clients can engage in only one war at a time between them. If, say  
ARCANGEL  and  JOHN_RIPPER are at war and  ARCANGEL sends a WAR_DECLARE to  JOHN_RIPPER a 
COMMAND_ERROR is returned to ARCANGEL.

Algorithm for determining the outcome of a battle

Let A and B represent two Clients that are at war with each other.  Let WA and VA be the weapons and 
vehicles, respectively, that Client  A  has participating in a battle and  WB and  VB be the weapons and 
vehicles that Client has participating in a battle.  For the first battle of the war  WA,  VA,  WB,  VB are the 
weapons  and  vehicles  that  each  Client,  respectively,  commits  to  the  war  via  WAR_DECLARE and 
WAR_DEFEND.   Let  d be a positive number,  determined by the Contest  Administrator  (see parameter 
‘Defender bias’ on Page 82), that represents a bias that favors the defender.  Suppose A has declared 
war against B. Then A is the attacker and B is the defender.  Define

PA = (WA+VA)/((WA+VA+WB+VB)*d)

The Monitor picks a random number R between 0 and 100.  If R > PA*100 the Monitor determines that the 
defender wins the battle.  Otherwise, the attacker wins. Both defender and attacker lose some of their 
committed resources after the outcome of a battle is decided but the loser loses more than the defender.  
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The percentage loses are determined by the Contest Administrator (see ‘Winner battle loss’ and ‘Loser 
battle loss’ on Page 83 and Page 83, respectively). Say, the winner of a battle loses 25% of its remaining 
weapons and vehicles (rounded down) and the loser loses 50% of its remaining weapons and vehicles  
(rounded up). 

Consider  the  example  of  Table  3.   Suppose  d =  1.3 and  ARCANGEL is  the  defender.   Initially 
JOHN_RIPPER commits 30 weapons and vehicles and  ARCANGEL commits 20 weapons and vehicles. 
Then PARCANGLE = .54 and PJOHN_RIPPER = .46.  The Monitor picks R = 40 and declares JOHN_RIPPER the 
winner of the first battle.  JOHN_RIPPER loses one quarter of its committed resources (which is 7 each, 
rounded down) so it has 23 vehicles and weapons available for the next battle and ARCANGEL loses half 
of its committed resources (which is 10 each) so it has 10 vehicles and weapons available for the next  
battle.   For the next battle  PARCANGEL = .47 and  JOHN_RIPPER = .53 but the Monitor picks R = 60 and 
declares PARCANGEL the winner.  Thus ARCANGEL loses one quarter of its remaining weapons and vehicles 
which is 2 each and JOHN_RIPPER loses 12 (half rounded up) of each of its iremaining resources for the 
next  battle.   Thus  ARCANGLE begins  the  next  battle  with  8  each  of  weapons  and  vehicles  and 
JOHN_RIPPER begins the next battle with 11 each of weapons and vehicles.  For the third battle PARCANGEL 

= .56 and PJOHN_RIPPER = .44.  The Monitor chooses R = 50 and ARCANGEL is the winner.  ARCANGLE loses 
2 each of its resources which brings its total remaining to 6 each.  JOHN_RIPPER loses 6 each leaving 5 
each.  For the next battle PARCANGEL =  .66 and PJOHN_RIPPER = .34.  The Monitor picks R = 74 and declares 
ARCANGEL the winner.  Now ARCANGEL has 5 of each resource and JOHN_RIPPER has 2.  As PARCANGEL is 
now very high, the Monitor selects  ARCANGEL the winner leaving  JOHN_RIPPER with 1 weapon and 1 
vehicle.  ARCANGEL is chosen again to win the battle and the war since the number of resources for 
JOHN_RIPPER drops to 0. 

When a war ends the winner gets some spoils from the loser.  The parameter that determines how much  
to pillage is ‘Pillage amount’ (see Page 82) which is set by the Contest Administrator.

Algorithm for determining pillage that is given to the winner of a war

Let Q be a set of assets, originally empty
for each asset A
    U = (quantity-of-A-owned-by-loser)*(Pillage amount) 
    Let UA = U rounded down
    if UA = 0 then V  (quantity-of-A-owned-by-loser), otherwise V   UA

    Place V units of A owned by the loser in Q    // V units of A are deducted from the loser’s total assets 
All assets in Q are transferred to the winner

Communications – Packets, Directives and Commands
The competition specifies a communication protocol for trading, waging war, and collecting wealth from 
the Monitor. Commands, such as trading requests, are sent from a Client to the Monitor. Directives are 
sent from the Monitor to a Client. For example, say a team owns Client A and Client B and wants to  
transfer 10 units of oil from A to B, the team will have Client A send a message to the Monitor indicating  
such a request, which may also include a public key, or certificate, or some information about how to  
authenticate. The Monitor will send a directive to Client B asking to authenticate for the transfer or, if no  
authentication is requested, asking to transfer the 10 units of oil to the requesting party (which may have 
spoofed a trusted Client). Table 1 shows some of the directives that are specified in the protocol and 
Table 2 shows some of the commands. See Appendix A and Appendix B for complete descriptions.
manual
Directives and commands are packaged in TCP packets. The payload of the packets is the text of the 
directives and commands as shown above. In a Basic competition for novices the Contest Administrator 
may allow Clients to use libraries that  establish sockets and build the contents of  the headers.  The  
Contest Administrator may decide to disallow the use of such libraries in more advanced competitions. 
Directives arrive in message groups.  The first directive of a message group is often a COMMENT and the 
last line is WAITING.  A directive may report the result of a command in which case a RESULT appears 
before  WAITING.   A simple  exchange,  showing  an initial  handshake between Client  and  Monitor,  is 
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illustrated on Page 32 with encryption turned on.  The Monitor updates a log as messages are sent to and 
from the Monitor. The log of the handshake without encryption (reference Page 31) is shown in Figure 9 
and the log of the handshake with encryption turned on (reference Page 32) is shown in Figure 10. The 
Contest Administrator may allow encrypted incoming and/or outgoing messages to appear decrypted in 
the log file  to  make the contest  more interesting,  particularly  to  give novices a little  help  in  stealing 
credentials. The Contest Administrator can prevent the log from being public if desired, particularly for the  
advanced competitions.

Authentication and Certificates
Trades typically require authentication but the Contest Administrator may choose not to have it for low-
level competitions.  If the Contest Administrator decides to include authentication it can choose from two 
types that are available: 1) Fiat-Shamir Zero Knowledge Authentication (ZKP) and 2) RSA authentication. 
Both are public-key systems.  In a trade request a Client, called the  trade-initiator, offers a quantity of 
some resource to another Client or the Monitor (called the subject) in exchange for a quantity of resource 
that the subject may possess.  The Contest Administrator may enable ZKP or RSA authentication to allow 
the subject to confirm it is dealing with who the trade-initiator claims it is.  When a trade is requested the 
subject of the trade may obtain the public key of the trade-initiator from the trade-initiator.  The public key 
is not verification by itself since it can be spoofed by an impostor.  Anyway, if the  subject of the trade 
needs to verify the public key that it gets from the  trade-initiator it  can ask the Monitor for the  trade-
initiator’s certificate.  The certificate is the SHA-1 hash of the two public key components of a Client  
signed by the Monitor’s private RSA key.  The subject of a trade gets the trade-initiator’s certificate from 
the Monitor, decrypts with the Monitor’s public key, hashes the public key sent by the trade-initiator, and 
compares the two.  If there is a match then it is likely that the public  key is correct since the Monitor is 
trusted, the communication with the Monitor is trusted due to the checksum and cookie that are computed 
for  that  purpose,  the  Monitor’s  public  key  is  provided  to  all  Clients  before  the  competition,  and  the  
decryption of the certificate succeeded.  Clients can choose a public key then ask the Monitor to make 
and save a certificate on their behalf.  Clients can also ask the Monitor for the certificate of another Client, 
their  own  certificate,  and  even  the  Monitor’s  certificate.   Examples  of  trade  communications  with 
authentication are given in Appendix C.  Explanation of Fiat-Shamir Zero Knowledge Authentication and 
RSA authentication are given in Appendix G. 

Configurations – Experience Levels
As stated, the Contest Administrator can adjust the level of competition in many ways, most of which  
involve only a parameter change. Four examples of contest levels, from most elementary to advanced,  
are shown in  Table 6 of  Appendix I.   In the Basic configuration competitors do not code and do not 
analyze code, and they cannot use encryption, integrity, or authentication. This is an environment suitable 
to  early  education,  for  example middle  school.  However,  in  much the same way that  middle  school 
students enjoy chat rooms, they should also find this configuration fun because messages are sent and 
surprises are likely as the Monitor log is public.  High school students may not have significant coding 
experience but have likely seen the math that cryptography is based on. They are probably not able to do 
deep analysis on data and are likely unacquainted with forensic tools but can look at the Monitor log and  
see what is happening, particularly if given some help such as decrypting messages in one direction. So, 
the  Intermediate  configuration  seems  suitable  for  high  school  in  many  cases.  Competing  university  
students will likely be in a cyber program and will have taken operating systems, networking, low-level 
programming courses including some assembly and C language programming, and some course which 
introduces cryptography. Thus,  the Experienced configuration is suitable for that  group. An advanced 
competition should require the use of offensive and defensive tools, should test forensic skiills, expect an 
understanding  of  operating  systems,  networking,  low-level  programming  and  more.   Expected  skill 
development with respect to Table 6 is shown in Table 7 of Appendix I.

It should be noted here that the only new code that a Contest Administrator needs to add to the Monitor 
specifies how finished products can be used to generate wealth. In the above example finished products  
generate  wealth through declaration of  war but  other  scenarios are possible  depending on how raw 
materials and finished products are defined. For example, finished products can be traded like resources. 
That portion of the Monitor code will be designed to minimize that coding effort. 
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Configuration Management
The Contest Administrator has the following tasks to perform to prepare for a contest: create Monitor keys 
(optional); create a list of Clients containing data that enables Clients to join a competition; set contest 
parameters such as scoreboard location, timeout duration, encryption and authentication, dates and times 
of contest start and end; establish a private network over which the contest is to be run; and distribute all  
keys  and contest  information such  as usernames,  passwords,  Monitor  location and port,  etc.  to  the 
Players that use their Clients to enter the contest.  This section provides details that are needed by the  
Contest Administrator to set up a contest successfully.

The Control Panel

There are many files that  need to be created,  modified, and 
distributed by the Contest Administrator.  An attempt to simplify 
this process is an application that resides in directory config. 
To start the application open a File Manager, locate the icon for 
control.jar in the config directory, and click that icon.  The 
window shown in  Figure 1 appears.  Use the widgets in this 
window to complete the aforementioned tasks.    From top to 
bottom, the widgets are in the best order in which the tasks 
should be completed.  Some of the tasks may be skipped if the 
contest being prepared has been preceded by another contest 
with  which  game   parameters,  keys,  or  other  files  can  be 
shared.  Below, the widgets are explained, one subsection per 
widget. Each subsection describes and demonstrates the use 
and results of each widget and under what conditions the task 
that  is activated by the widget may be skipped. 

The  Control  Panel  makes  use  of  the  open  source  openvpn 
package to create a virtal private network.  It is not necessary 
to use openvpn – a private network can be created in other 
ways such as by using VMWare.  Openvpn is included in this 
software as a convenience.  

The  config directory contains openvpn, easy-rsa files, some templates for vpn configuration, starting 
and stopping scripts,  Monitor  C source,  and Java source code for  the Control  Panel package.   The 
client subdirectory contains the openvpn start and stop scripts which are to be distributed to Players for 
connecting their Clients to the contest private network in case openvpn is being used for that purpose. 
The supplied run.client script shows how to connect to an openvpn server.  It also shows how to set 
up a connection to a proxy server that is inside an organization perimeter might be used: those lines are  
commented in the script.  The first commented line of  run.client would cause all  running openvpn 
processes to be killed, if uncommented, before Client software is started.  This may not be desirable if 
more than one vpn address is needed on a host and, in that case, leave it commented but alert Players  
that they may need to kill running openvpn processes on their own before connecting to the VPN.  The  
client subdirectory also contains a readme.txt file, which explains the use of the entire package that will 
be  distributed  to  Players,  and  a  template  for  client.conf,  the  configuration  file  for  setting  up  a 
connection to a running openpvn server via run.client.  Three lines need to be added to client.conf 
before distribution – these lines are unique to each Client and are explained below.  

Another subdirectory is  server which contains the template for  server.conf,  ipp.txt and the  ccd 
subdirectory: the latter two ensure a stable, predictable match between the keys and certificates to be 
distributed and VPN IP addresses assigned to Clients.  The code subdirectory contains all the Monitor C 
code.  This code will later be copied into the package that is distributed to the person responsible for  
running the Monitor, most likely the Contest Administrator.
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Files and subdirectories in the  config directory that are created by Control Panel operations include: 
Parameters.txt which the Monitor uses to set up the competition when it is invoked; keys.txt which is 
a  list  of  sets  of  Monitor  RSA keys  and certificates  for  authentication  and  encryption,  one set  being 
selected in the Configuration task described below;  players.txt which contains a list of contest data 
associated  with  each  Client,  such  as  username  and  password;  vpnKeyIds.txt which  is  a  list  of 
directories that  will  in later steps hold the packages to be distributed;  game-id.txt which contains 
certificate identification information for the X.509 certificates used in the contest; the directory keys which 
holds  all  the  openvpn keys  and certificates  used  for  connecting  to  the  VPN;  and all  the  directories 
containing complete package information for each Client – these are described below.

The config directory contains an executable file named run which may be used from the command line 
to bring up the Control Panel.  To compile the Java source run make.

OpenVPN server location

This is a text field in the Control Panel that is filled in with the IP address or domain name of the host on  
which the openvpn server is to be run.  If openvpn is not to be used then this field is left blank.  Otherwise, 
the contents of  this  field become part  of  server.conf and each Client’s  client.conf which were 
mentioned above.

Monitor RSA Keys

Click  the  topmost  button  in  the 
Control Panel to bring up the window 
shown  in  Figure  2.   Click  ‘Go’  to 
produce  the  keys  and  certificates 
and  ‘Done’  to  exit  this  task.   The 
result  is  10  sets  of  1024  bit  RSA 
keys  in  file  keys.txt in  directory 
config.  Each set has five pieces in 
this  order:  a  set  number,  the  RSA 
public  key exponent,  the RSA  key 
modulus,   and    the  RSA

private key exponent.  The keys.txt   file   may   persist   for   several contests so this task may be  
skipped.   The  keys.txt file  is  needed  by  the  Configurator  below.   If  the  file  does  not  exist  the  
Configurator will complain.

Players and Properties

The next button down (the Player button) brings up the player properties window shown in Figure 3 where 
three lines have already been filled in.  Each line contains information about a Playert’s Client that is 
needed by the Monitor and the Client for the Client to participate in the contest.  Add a line for a Player’s  
Client by clicking the ‘Add Player’ button and entering the information in the window that appears, as 
shown in  Figure 4 (already filled in).  The following describes the information that should be added in 
Figure 4.  All  fields must be populated before the line is added to the list  of  Figure 3.  The first field 
contains a Player’s name – this will be the name of a subdirectory that is created in directory config to 
contain the package that will be sent to the Player.   The second field contains the Player’s email address 
– the package will be sent to that email address if the Contest Administrator chooses to do so.  The 
address is the sole entry in the file  email.txt in the Player’s package directory.  The third field is the 
username the Player’s Client will use (this may be determined by the Player and sent to the Contest 
Administrator  in  advance  of  the  contest  setup  task).  The  fourth  field  is  the  password  (may also  be 
determined by the Player early on).  The fifth field is either an IP address that the Contest Administrator  
wishes to give to the Player’s Client or a number indicating how many openvpn keys to assign to the 
Client.  The sixth field is the port on which the Client’s passive server is expected to be listening. 
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One line of the player properties window needs to contain Monitor information.  That line can be added by 
clicking the ‘Add Monitor’ button in  Figure 3.  Doing so brings up the window of  Figure 5.  The only 
editable items are email address of the person maintaining the Monitor and the Monitor IP address.  The  
port on which the Monitor listens is selected from a menu.  The task of building a Player property list may 
be skipped if  the file  players.txt has been retained from previous setups and contains the correct 
information for all Players.  The ‘Delete Player’ button exists to facilitate editing a Player properties list.

The Configurator

Click the ‘Configurator’ button in the Control Panel to bring up the Configurator which allows custom 
settings for many of the parameters associated with the contest.  Most settings are selected by drop down  
menu.  The scoreboard URL and scoreboard title must be edited in.  An example Configurator window is 
shown in  Figure 6.  Descriptions of the parameters can be found in  Appendix J as well as by clicking 
‘Show Help’ and hovering the mouse over the menu associated with a parameter.  Contest dates and  
times may be set by clicking the ‘Show Dates & Times’ button.  Doing so brings up a window such as that  
shown in Figure 7.  Choose month, day, year, hour and minute for contest start and end epochs, all by 
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mouse action on menus.  Set the timezone to Eastern, Central, Mountain, or Pacific.  Click ‘Set Dates’ to 
record and return to the Configurator.  Click ‘Submit’ to record selections in Parameters.txt and to create a 
Parms and email.txt file for every username that is named in the Player’s properties list.  Those files  
are placed in a directory that has a name equal to the Player name associated with the username.  In  
addition, file vpnKeyIds.txt is created  to prepare for the next setup  task.  The structure of files Parms, 
vpnKeyIds.txt, and players.txt are described in Appendix K - Structure of Files in Directory config.

VPN Credentials

Click ‘VPN Credentials’ in the Control Panel if using openpvn to create a private network.  The window of 
Figure 8 will appear.  Information seen in this window comes from file game-id.txt a default version of 
which is supplied.  The fields may be edited and changes will be stored when ‘Done’ is clicked.  File  
game-id.txt is unchanged if ‘Cancel’ is clicked.  All fields must be populated if keys are to be made. 
Click ‘Make Keys’ to make the keys.  The keys and certificates for the server, certificate authority, and 
Clients are made in subdirectory keys.  Click ‘Distribute Keys’ to make directories for the Players named 
in the players.txt file. 
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Figure 7: Set contest start and end dates and times in timezone



Transfer Files to Players

Click the ‘Transfer Files’ button in the Control Panel to archive all directories intended for Players, the 
maintainer  of  the Monitor,  and the maintainer of  the openvpn server.   This button only executes the  
transfer-keys script in the config directory.  The result is to create tar files and send those to the email  
addresses found in email.txt in each Player and Monitor subdirectory.

Log File
The Monitor generates a log file that contains all interactions with Clients, both from Client to Monitor 
(labeled incoming) and Monitor to Client (labeled outgoing).  The Contest Administrator may choose to 
make the log file available to the participants of the contest.  This will be especially useful in low level 
contests where participants lack familiarity with advanced forensic tools such as wireshark.  However, 
messages using encryption will  not  be readable in the log file  unless the Contest  Administrator sets  
parameters  to  show  decrypted  versions  in  the  log  file.   The  Contest  Administrator  may allow  only 
incoming messages to show in the log as decrypted, only outgoing messages as decrypted, or both  
depending  on  the  skill  level  of  Players  (see  Logging  option for  possibilities).   Figure  9 shows  the 
beginning of a log file that was generated by a Monitor listening on port 8170 as is indicated on the first 
line.   Encryption was not turned on.

The following is a walk-through of the log file of  Figure 9.  Every line after the first begins with a time 
stamp which is measured in seconds.  Thus, at time 8 hours, 24 minute, and 10 seconds a Client has  
attempted to log in.  Lines 2-4 are the message group that is sent in the clear to that Client.  The message 
group asks for an IDENT command from the Client.  Line 5 is the response from the Client.  The Client’s  
name is franco.  Since there is no 2nd argument to the IDENT command this transaction is not encrypted. 
Lines 6-7 ask for a password.  The password is supplied in the clear in Line 8.   Lines 9-11 ask for a host 
port that the Passive Server is running on and that is supplied in Line 12.  Lines 13-25 are the handshake  
with the Passive Server.  Lines 26-27 respond to the Active Client that the handshake with the Passive 
Server  was successful.   The  Active  Client  issues  a  CHANGE_PASSWORD command in  Line  28  and  a 
GET_GAME_IDENTS command in Line 31.  

Transactions shown in the log file of Figure 10 are the same as those in Figure 9 except with encryption 
turned on.  Line 5 has a second parameter which is the Client’s Diffie-Hellman half.  Line 6 is the first line 
of the message group which asks for the password and contains the Monitor’s Diffie-Hellman half.  The 
next two line of the message group are encrypted as are the remaining transactions of the Active Client.
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Figure 9: Beginning of a contest log when encryption is not used

Figure 10: Same transactions as in Figure 9 except that encryption is turned on



Other Aspects of the Competition
Player Status Crack
It is important to be aware of the assets that are owned by competitors to evaluate the risk of declaring  
war on a particular competitor and to evaluate what assets should be acquired to make it difficult for an  
aggressor to win a war against your Client.  A command called PLAYER_STATUS_CRACK provides a 
Client the chance of finding this information.  However, to use this command a Client must commit a 
number of computers and, even then, a competitor’s assets are not guaranteed to be revealed.  The  
Monitor uses the following algorithm for deciding to return a Client’s status:

Algorithm for determining whether to reveal the status of a Client

Let G be the CRACK_GROWTH_RATE, a parameter that is set by the Contest Administrator (see Page 82).
Let C be the number of computers that a Client commits to finding status of a competitor.
Let S = 100 – 100/GC

Note: if C = 0 then S = 0 and as C increases S approaches, but does not exceed, 100.
The Monitor computes a random number R which is uniformly distributed between 0 and 100.
If R < S then the crack is successful and the Monitor sends the status of the competitor to the Client.
Otherwise the Client does not get any information and loses the computers it committed.

Synthesize Proof of Work
When making a finished product from raw materials a ‘proof of work’ may be required to be sent with the  
SYNTHESIZE command if the number of synthesized products requested is greater than 1.  Whether or  
not a ‘proof of work’ is required is set by the Contest Administrator in the Configurator (see Page 82).  The 
‘proof of work’ is inspired by the concept of block chain but is intended to keep the number of large  
requests down by forcing computation of the ‘proof’ to increase dramatically with the quantity requested.

Algorithm for computing Synthesize Proof of Work

Let N be the name of the finished product to be synthesized (computers, weapons, or vehicles)
Let M be the number of units of N requested to be synthesized.
Let C be the count of how many times the synthesize command has been run in the current session
Let S be a string of any length.
Let P be the SHA1 digest of the session cookie || C || S  (|| is concatenation)
Repeat the following until P has a number of leading 0s at least equal to M
   Choose S
   Compute P

The format of the synthesize command with proof of work is

   SYNTHESIZE N M S

The Monitor receives this command from a Client and computes P from S.  If the number of leading 0s in 
P is M the Monitor grants the request and the status of the Client changes to have fewer raw materials  
and more finished products.

Resource Decay
If a Client ceases to be ALIVE (Passive Server is no longer connected) then the Monitor takes 
resources from that  Client  over time until  the Client’s Passive Server is again ALIVE.   The 
reason for this is to prevent a team with a high score to leave the competition early.  At least this 
way a high scoring team needs to compute where its score will wind up at competition end 
before it  leaves (or it  may determine that the risk of leaving is too great and remain in the 
competition). 

Algorithm for reducing holdings of a Client that is not ALIVE

Let d be the decay rate inverse (see Page 79 for complete information).
for each asset A 
    U = ((quantity-of-A-owned-by-Client)*d)/100 
    Let UA = U rounded down
    Remove UA  units of A from the Client’s holdings  
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Market Values
Market values are re-calculated every X minutes, at a Market Calculation epoch (abbreviated MC epoch) 
or  when  a  trade  occurs.  The  value  X is  a  parameter  that  is  set  by  the  Contest  Administrator  in 
Parameters.txt as MARKET_VALUE_CALCULATION_TIME_IN_MINS.  See Page 80 for more information. 
Market values are calculated for each asset as follows:

Algorithm for calculating Market Value

Let TR, TF, TC  be asset types: raw materials, finished products, and rupyulars, respectively.
Define asset length of asset types to be L(TR) = 6, L(TF) = 3, L(TC) = 1
For each asset A
    let UA be the total number of units of asset A, including units held by the monitor
    let T be the asset type of A
    let UT be the total number of units of all assets of the same type as A
    define RA = ((L(T) + 1) - ((L(T)*UA) / UT)) / L(T)

RA is called the rarity bonus and is a measure of how rare asset  A is compared to other assets of the 
same type.  If UA = 0 then A is rare and RA = 1+1/L(T), a number that is greater than 1.  If UA = UT then A 
is plentiful and  RA = 1/L(T) which, except for rupyulars, is much less than 1.  If  UA is  UT  /L(T), that is, 
about average, then RA = 1.

A measure of divergence of units of the same type that are held over all Clients is needed to compute a  
measure of hoarding which will be combined with RA to determine asset value.  Let NA,P be the number of 
units of asset A that are held by Client P.

Let N be the number of Clients competing
For each asset A 
    let NA = 0
    For each Participant P
        NA = NA + NA,P

    let MA = NA / N
    let SA = 0
    For each Participant P
        SA = SA + (NA,P - MA)2

    Define DA = sqrt (SA )

DA is a measure of divergence of asset A holdings.  The following defines a ‘monopoly’ measure for asset 
A where a number near 1 means all competing Clients essentially have near equal holdings for the asset 
and a number much greater than one means one Client has a near monopoly on the asset.  The factor f is 
used to stretch the range of values the measure, denoted HA for asset A, can take.  Currently f is set to 1.

For each asset A
    HA = (f * DA) / (N * MA) + 1

If NA,P is the same for all P (no Client has a monopoly) then DA = 0 and HA = 1.  If there is a single Client 
that has grabbed nearly all of asset A then MA = NA,P / N and DA / (N*MA) = O(N1/2) which gets large with 
N.  Using f = 1 / O(N1/2), which is constant as the number of Clients does not change during the game, 
brings HA to a large number of our choosing in case a monopoly exists.  Let  KA be the current market 
value of asset  A.  Initially,  KA is the base market value of  A (see Page  79) for asset type  TR,  TF,  TC, 
whichever is A’s type.  The new market value NKA is computed every X minutes, at Market Calculation 
epoch as follows:

For each asset A
    NKA = KA * RA * HA + sum of market value changes in trades involving A since last MC epoch as below 

Each trade influences market value.  Suppose Clients C1 and C2 trade items and the value in rupyulars of 
offered items is V1 and of requested items is V2.  Suppose V1 > V2.  Then

For each asset A received by C2 in the trade
     increase market value of A by (V1-V2) / (units of A received by C2)

For each asset A received by C1 in the trade
     decrease market value of A by (V1-V2) / (units of A received by C1)
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Scoreboard and Market Data Sheet
The scoreboard location is set by the Contest Administrator in the Configurator in the editable 
parameter fields called ‘Web URL’ and ‘WEB directory’.  The ‘Web directory’ default is /var/www 
and the ‘Web URL’ default is http://example.edu. The default path to the scoreboard file will 
then be /var/www/Scorecard.html.  The Scorecard.html file is updated in the same directory 
as the running monitor and copied to the Web directory at intervals determined by the Contest 
Administrator with the paramter ‘Database serialization’ in the Configurator.  The reason the wen 
URL is  a  parameter  in  the  Configurator  is  that  the  Configurator  causes  Scorecard.html  to 
contain an automatic and periodic refresh to the URL that is specified in the Configurator.  A 
scoreboard example, representing the result of a short mock contest, is shown in Figure 11.

The market data sheet shows the current value of a unit of 
each resource in rupyulars.  The data sheet is accessible 
from  the  same  directory  that  is  specified  in  the 
Configurator  for  the  Scorecard.html  file.   That  is,  the 
Scoreboard  URL parameter  applies  to  the  market  data 
sheet  as  well  and  the  market  data  sheet  will  refresh 
periodically as is the case for Scorecard.html.  The market 
data sheet will also use the same title that is specified in 
the Configurator.  The data sheet is updated in the same 
directory  as  Scorecard.html.   The  name  of  the  file  is 
Market_value.html.  A link from the directory given in the 
Configurator  for  the scoreboard should be made by the 
system  administrator.   Figure  12 shows  an  example 
market data sheet.
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Appendix A – Monitor Directives
The  Monitor  communicates  ascii  text  messages,  called  directives,  to  a  Client  in  message  groups, 
consisting of up to five lines per group with one directive per line.  After each message group the Monitor 
waits for the Client to issue a single command.  A list of Client commands is given in  Appendix B.   In 
some cases the Monitor requires that a particular command be issued and in other cases the Client may 
send a command of its choosing.  All directives have the following general form:

<directive-name>: arg1 arg2 ... argN STRING

where N can be as great as 6 or 0 (no sequence of args) and STRING is a string that may or not not be 
appended to the end of the directive.  A given argX contains no whitespace. For some directives a given 
argX is  always the same. In these cases, that literal token will be listed in the tables below.  STRING is 
usually a free-form string, which can contain whitespace.  Directives are always terminated by a newline. 
The following is a table of directives.

Directive Description

WAITING: Indicates that the current Message Group is complete, and the 
Monitor awaits a command from the Client.

REQUIRE: ARG1 
[OR ARG2]

Indicates that the sender is demanding that the next Command 
from receiver be ARG1 if that is the only argument or one of ARG1 
or ARG2 if given a choice of two Commands to respond with.   If 
the Client sends some command besides ARG1 or ARG2, the most 
likely result will be a COMMAND_ERROR: directive, and another 
REQUIRE: ARG1 [or ARG2] directive in the next message group.

COMMAND_ERROR: 
STRING

Indicates that an error occurred during the processing of the last 
command. This could be because of invalid arguments, incorrect 
number of arguments, an unexpected command (e.g., if a different 
command is currently REQUIREd), or because a   command is not 
yet implemented. The STRING will be a diagnostic error message.  
COMMAND_ERROR appears in a message group only if there was an 
error with the last command.

COMMENT: STRING This directive is used to give verbose output on the operation of 
various commands, and to give general feedback about a variety 
of things.  STRING is completely free-form, and more than likely 
will only be useful to human eyes for debugging. Not every 
message group has a COMMENT directive.

RESULT: ARG1 STRING This directive is used to return results from the last command 
issued by the receiver.  ARG1 will be the command for which these 
are results.  STRING, in this case, will not be free-form. Rather, it 
will be in the format as described by the result format for the 
command, ARG1. In many cases, particularly with those 
commands that generate no results, STRING will be the empty 
string.  Note that the RESULT: directive does not appear when 
there is an error executing a given command. See the 
COMMAND_ERROR directive.

PLAYER_PASSWORD_CHEC
KSUM: ARG1

This directive is sent by the Monitor to authenticate to the Client.  
ARG1 is a SHA-1 digest of the Client's password, represented in 
hexadecimal. This directive is most useful when the Client receives 
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a connection on its Passive Server port. The Monitor will always 
have this directive in the first message group that it sends during 
an Active Client connection. However, it is up to the Client to verify 
that ARG1 does, in fact, authenticate the Monitor properly.  Note 
that some Clients will most surely be attempting to 
impersonate the Monitor!

WAR_DECLARATION ARG1 This directive is sent by the Monitor to the Client that is named in 
a WAR_DECLARE, called the subject.  ARG1 is the identity of the 
Client that is declaring war.  Note that the subject will always be 
the receiver of the directive, otherwise the directive is basically 
meaningless. This directive usually occurs in a message group 
with a REQUIRE: WAR_DEFEND.

TRADE_REQUEST ARG1 
[ARG2 ARG3]* for 
ARG5 [ARG6 ARG7]*

This directive is sent by the Monitor to a Client (called the subject) 
that is asked to trade with another Client (called the trade-initiator) 
who has made the trade request.  This is a response to a trade 
request that could have been made by any Client except the 
subject (Clients are not allowed to trade with themselves).  ARG1 is 
the identity of the trade-initiator.  ARG2 is the asset that the trade-
initiator would like the subject to trade.  ARG3 is the amount (an 
integer) of that asset that the trade-initiator would like the subject 
to trade.  The notation [...]* means that multiple asset-quantity 
pairs are supported and may appear in the directive.  ARG5 is the 
identity of the trade-initiator.  ARG6 is the asset which the trade-
initiator would like to trade.  ARG7 is the quantity of that asset the 
trade-initiator would like to trade.  Multiple asset-quantity pairs are 
supported in this section of the directive as well.

WAR_TRUCE_OFFERED 
ARG1 to ARG3 ARG4 
ARG5 ARG6 ARG7 ... 
ARGN

This directive is sent by the Monitor to the Client named in a 
WAR_TRUCE command (that Client is called the subject).  ARG1 
is the identity of the truce-initiator.  ARG3 is the identity of the 
subject. ARG4 is the string representing a resource, and ARG5 is 
the amount of this resource offered. This continues through the 
rest of the directive, where odd-number arguments are resources 
and even number arguments are amounts offered. If the truce is 
accepted, the amounts of those resources will be transferred from 
the truce-initiator to the subject.

ROUNDS
AUTHORIZE_SET
SUBSET_A
SUBSET_J
SUBSET_K
CHALLENGE
CHALLENGE_RESPONSE

These directives are relayed verbatim from commands issued 
during ZKP or RSA authentication.  See the commands in 
Appendix B for their description.

PUBLIC_KEY ARG1 ARG2 
ARG3 ARG4

This is the result of a trade initiator sending a public key to the 
Monitor as requested.  The initiator’s response is merely forwarded 
to the subject of the trade as a directive with the addition of the 
initiator’s certificate which can be made on-the-fly by the Monitor.  
The directive seen by the subject is the folllowing:

PUBLIC_KEY ARG1 ARG2 ARG3 ARG4

where ARG1 is either RSA, ZKP, or NONE (this directive is in the 
same message group as TRADE_REQUEST which is where the 
initiator’s identity is revealed), ARG2 and ARG3 are the initiator’s 
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public key, and ARG4 is the initiator’s certificate signed by the 
Monitor.  The above directive is followed by
REQUIRE:ROUNDS OR TRADE_RESPONSE

if the Monitor received ZKP or
REQUIRE: CHALLENGE or TRADE_RESPONSE

if the Monitor received RSA, or
REQUIRE: TRADE_RESPONSE

if the Monitor received NONE (in this case ARG2, ARG3, ARG4 do 
not exist).

Note: this is not actually a directive because it is not preceded by 
a REQUIRE: It is shown here because it appears as important 
information in a TRADE_REQUEST message group.

Table 4: Monitor directives
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Appendix B – Commands Issued by a Client
Commands are communicated by the Client to the Monitor as an ascii text string.  All commands 
have the following general form:

<command-name> arg1 arg2 ... argN

where N can be as great as 6 or 0 (no sequence of args) and STRING is a string that may or may 
not be appended to the end of the directive.  A given argX contains no whitespace. For some 
commands a given argX is always the same. In these cases, that literal token will be listed in the 
tables below.  The following is a table of commands:

Command Description Result

IDENT ARG1 ARG2 This command is used to send a 
Client's identity to the Monitor. A 
Client's identity is not a secret---like 
a username, it is the method by 
which others (including the Monitor) 
identify the Client. ARG1 is the 
identity (aka username). ARG2 is 
optional. If ARG2 is sent, it should be 
the Client's portion that is needed to 
do shared-secret discovery.

The result is
RESULT: IDENT ARG1
but only if cryptography was requested. If 
it was requested, then ARG1 will be the 
public key that the Client needs to do 
shared-secret discovery. (See the 
Cryptography section, Appendix G, for 
details.)  Clients must give ARG1 back 
properly if cryptography was requested 
by the IDENT command.

QUIT This command terminates the 
current connection.

The result is
RESULT: QUIT
In addition, note that the Message Group 
that follows this Command will not 
contain the WAITING: directive, as the 
connection will be closed.

PASSWORD ARG1 This command is used to transmit a 
Clientr's password to the Monitor. 
ARG1 is the Client's password. The 
Monitor sometimes sends 
REQUIRE: PASSWORD 

after a successful IDENT command. 
Note that this command is a 
bootstrap for secure communications 
with the Monitor later, so the Client 
should use other means to verify 
that the request definitely came from 
the Monitor.

The result is
RESULT: PASSWORD STRING
which is sent in the Message Group 
following the Command invocation. 
STRING is an alphanumeric string with 
no whitespace that is the Client-specific  
Monitor password (sometimes called a 
"cookie").  This password ("cookie") is 
different from the Client's own 
password. This password ("cookie") 
should be used with the ALIVE 
command to identify the Client to the 
Monitor.

CHANGE_PASSWORD 
ARG1 ARG2

This command is used to request a 
change in the Client password and 
the Client-specific Monitor password. 
ARG1 is the Client's old password 
(the one currently in use). ARG2 is 
the new password that the Client 
would like to use from this time 
forward. Note that the password is 

The result is
RESULT: CHANGE_PASSWORD STRING 
which is sent in the Message Group 
following the Command invocation. 
STRING is an alphanumeric string with 
no whitespace that is the Client-specific 
Monitor password (sometimes called a 
"cookie"). This new Client-specific 
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only changed if the command 
successfully returns a RESULT: 
directive in the next message group.

Monitor password will be different from 
before. The CHANGE_PASSWORD 
command not only allows the Client to 
change the Client password, but also 
automatically changes the Client-specific 
Monitor password ("cookie"). Note that 
Clients should be careful with this 
command. It is recommended that it be 
sent first in any set of transactions. 
Some Clients have abused the fact that 
the Monitor gives 180 seconds for a 
connection, however, connections should 
never last that long. If the 
CHANGE_PASSWORD command is sent at 
the end of one of these "marathon" 
connections, Clients may be cut off 
before they can receive the new Monitor 
password, and may be locked out of the 
game.

SYNTHESIZE ARG1 This command is used to synthesize 
a finished product. Finished products 
are WEAPONS, COMPUTERS, and 
VEHICLES. ARG1 should be the 
finished product to synthesize. Be 
sure that the name of the finished 
product matches the name given by 
the PLAYER_STATUS command. See 
Table 2: in the Economy section for 
more information about what raw 
resources are needed to synthesize 
the finished products.

The result is
RESULT: SYNTHESIZE STRING 
which is sent in the Message Group 
following the command invocation. 
STRING is RESOURCE holdings 
increased by one, where RESOURCE is 
the finished product whose quantity was 
increased. A COMMAND_ERROR is sent if 
the resource could not be synthesized 
for any reason.

SYNTHESIZE ARG1 ARG2 
ARG3

This command is an alternative 
format for Synthesize where multiple 
units of  a finished product are 
requested.  ARG1 should be the 
finished product to synthesize. ARG2 
is the number of units to Synthesize. 
ARG3 is the proof of work (see 
Algorithm for computing Synthesize 
Proof of Work).

The result is
RESULT: SYNTHESIZE STRING 
which is sent in the Message Group 
following the command invocation. 
STRING is RESOURCE holdings 
increased by ARG2, where RESOURCE is 
the finished product whose quantity was 
increased. A COMMAND_ERROR is sent if 
the resource could not be synthesized 
for any reason.

HOST_PORT ARG1 ARG2 This command is always sent by an 
Active Client process of a Client to 
the Monitor. It is used by the sender 
to inform receiver (usually the 
Monitor) what hostname and port the 
sender currently lives on. ARG1 
should be the fully qualified DNS 
name of the host where the server 
process of the sender is running. 
ARG2 should be the integer port 
number (between 2048 and 65000, 
inclusive) where the server Socket 

The result is
RESULT: HOST_PORT Command 
succeeded
if the command is successful, otherwise 
a COMMAND_ERROR is sent.
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for the sender is running on. Note: 
This command will only be 
successful if there is currently a 
server process for the sender 
running on the given hostname and 
port.

SIGN_OFF This command is used to tell the 
Monitor to "forget about the Client". 
The Monitor "forgets about the 
Client" in two ways. First, it forgets 
what host and port the Client's 
Passive Server is on. This means 
that the HOST_PORT will be 
REQUIRE: the next time the Client 
connects to the Monitor with an 
Active Client connection. In addition, 
the Monitor will "forget about the 
Client" by invalidating the current 
Client-specific Monitor password for 
the Client. This means that the Client 
will get a PASSWORD command 
REQUIRE: the next time that the 
Client connects to the Monitor with 
an Active Client connection. Note 
that if a Client executes this 
command, the Monitor will 
consider that it is not alive, until a 
HOST_PORT command is sent.

The result is 
RESULT:  SIGN_OFF 
in the message group following the 
command invocation.  Note: no WAITING 
directive is sent by the Monitor after the 
RESULT is sent.  This is the same as for 
QUIT and is unlike all other directives.

PLAYER_STATUS This command is used to check on 
the status of the sender's wealth.

The result is
RESULT: PLAYER_STATUS STRING
which is sent in the message group 
following the command invocation. The 
string is in the format:
RESOURCE_0 AMOUNT_0 RESOURCE_1 
AMOUNT_1 ... RESOURCE_9 AMOUNT_9
where RESOURCE_i is the alphanumeric 
string of one of the 10 resources, and 
AMOUNT_i is the amount of that resource 
the sender currently has.

ALIVE ARG1 This Command is sent to indicate to 
the Monitor that the Client is alive. 
ARG1 should be the Client-specific 
Monitor password ("cookie") that was 
given to the Client by the Monitor as 
a RESULT: of the PASSWORD 
command. If ARG1 is not the right 
password ("cookie"), a 
COMMAND_ERROR: will be sent and 
the Client will not be counted as 
alive.

The result is
RESULT: ALIVE Identity has been 
verified

PUBLIC_KEY ARG1 
ARG2 ARG3

This command is used by a trade-
initiator to respond to the subject's 
request for authentication during the 

The result is forwarded to the subject of 
the trade as a directive with the addition 
of the trade-initiator’s certificate which 
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beginning of a trade request. ARG1 is 
RSA, ZKP, or NONE if RSA, ZKP, or 
no authentication is to be used. 
ARG2 is the trade-initiator's public 
key v value (ZKP) or e value (RSA) 
and ARG3 is the n value (modulus). If 
ARG1 is RSA, the Monitor will send 
REQUIRE: CHALLENGE OR 
TRADE_RESPONSE to the subject.  If 
it’s ZKP the Monitor will send 
REQUIRE: ROUNDS OR 
TRADE_RESPONSE to the subject.  
Otherwise, just TRADE_RESPONSE is 
sent.

can be made on-the-fly by the Monitor.  
The directive seen by the subject is the 
folllowing:

PUBLIC_KEY ARG1 ARG2 ARG3 ARG4

where ARG1 is either RSA, ZKP, or NONE 
(this directive is in the same message 
group as TRADE_REQUEST which is 
where the initiator’s identity is revealed), 
ARG2 and ARG3 are the trade-initiator’s 
public key, and ARG4 is the trade 
initiator’s certificate signed by the 
Monitor.  The above directive is followed 
by
REQUIRE:ROUNDS OR TRADE_RESPONSE

if the Monitor received ZKP

REQUIRE: CHALLENGE or TRADE_RESPONSE

if the Monitor received RSA, otherwise
TRADE_RESPONSE
if ARG1 is NONE.

ROUNDS ARG1 This command is sent by the subject 
after receiving the trade-initiator's 
public key. ARG1 is the number of 
rounds to continue the zero-
knowledge exchange for 
authenticating the trade-initiator. 

The result is forwarded to the trade-
initiator of the trade.

AUTHORIZE_SET 
ARG1 ... ARGN

This command is sent by the trade-
initiator of a trade after receiving the 
subject's number-of-rounds N (that 
is, ZKP authentication is selected). 
The number of arguments must 
equal N. Each argument is a number 
that is the square of a random 
number taken modulo the trade-
initiator's public key value n. Observe 
this is not a set but a list: the order of 
arguments matters.  

The set is forwarded to the subject of the 
trade. 

SUBSET_A ARG1 ... 
ARGO

This command is sent by the subject 
after receiving the trade-initiator's 
authorize set in the case of ZKP 
authentication only. The number of 
arguments is no greater than the 
number of rounds. Each argument is 
an index into the authorize set. They 
are expected to be in increasing 
order and chosen randomly. 

This set is forwarded to the trade-initiator 
of the trade.

SUBSET_K ARG1 ... 
ARGO

This command is sent by the trade-
initiator in response to the trade 
subject's SUBSET_A message in the 
case of ZKP authentication only. The 
trade-initiator multiplies its private 
key by the random numbers 

The set is forwarded to the subject along 
with the SUBSET_J set, described next, 
in the same message group. 
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matching indices listed in the 
SUBSET_A message, modulo n, and 
returns the results, in proper order, 
as arguments of this command. 

SUBSET_J ARG1 ... 
ARGP

This command is sent by the trade-
initiator in response to the trade 
subject’s SUBSET_A message and 
following a SUBSET_J message in 
the case of ZKP authentication only. 
The trade-initiator computes values 
for random numbers whose indices 
are not in the previously sent 
SUBSET_A message from the 
subject. 

The set is forwarded to the subject in the 
same message group as the SUBSET_K 
command described above. The subject 
will respond by either accepting or 
declining the trade request. 

CHALLENGE ARG1 This command is sent by the subject 
of a trade to the trade’s trade-initiator 
in the case of RSA authentication.  
ARG1 is a random number.

The number is forwarded to the trade-
initiator of the trade

CHALLENGE_RESPONSE 
ARG1

For RSA authentication the trade-
initiator (prover) is given a challenge 
number by the subject (verifier) and 
is asked to respond with another 
number, ARG1, that is sent back to 
the subject with this command.  This 
message group is preceded by 
CHALLENGE NUMBER where NUMBER 
is computed by the subject.  

The number is forwarded to the subject 
of the trade

TRADE_REQUEST ARG1 
[ARG2 ARG3]* for 
ARG5 [ARG6 ARG7]*

This command is used by a Client  
(called the trade-initiator) to request 
the Monitor broker and confirm a 
trade with another Client or the 
Monitor (called the subject).  ARG1 is 
the identity of the trade-initiator, 
ARG2 and ARG3 are the asset and 
quantity that the trade-initiator offers 
to trade.  The notation [...]* means 
multiple asset-pairs may be offered.  
ARG5 is the identity of the subject.  
ARG6 and ARG7 are the asset and 
quantity that the trade-initiator is 
asking the subject to trade.  Note 
that ARG5 may be the Monitor. In this 
case, the trade-initiator is requesting 
a trade with the Monitor itself. If the 
Monitor has the requested asset 
available in the quantity requested, 
the Monitor will approve trades only 
at current market values plus a 
percentage mark-up.

The result is

RESULT: TRADE_REQUEST ARG1

where ARG1 is either ACCEPTED, 
DECLINED, or NOT_ALIVE. All of 
which refer to the status of the subject. If 
ARG1 is ACCEPTED, then the trade-
initiator can expect its wealth to be 
changed to reflect the trade.

TRADE_RESPONSE ARG1 This command is used to either 
accept or reject a trade request. This 
command is most probably used in 

The result is
RESULT: TRADE_RESPONSE
Depending on whether the Client 
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response to a message group that 
contained the TRADE: directive (and 
probably a REQUIRE: 
TRADE_RESPONSE directive as well). 
ARG1 is either ACCEPT or DECLINE.

accepted or declined the trade (and, if a 
Monitor approval was given), the Client's 
wealth will be changed.

WAR_DECLARE ARG1 
ARG2 ARG3 WEAPONS 
ARG4 VEHICLES ARG5

This command is used by a Client, 
called the aggressor, to declare war 
on another Client, called the 
defender.  ARG1 is the identity of the 
defender. ARG2 is the host where the 
defender lives, ARG3 is the port on 
which the defender is listening.  
ARG4 is the number of weapons that 
the aggressor commits to this war, 
and ARG5 is the number of vehicles 
that the aggressor commits to this 
war. If this host and/or port for the 
defender is wrong, the aggressor will 
automatically lose some percentage 
of the weapons and vehicles 
committed, and the war will not be 
started (iso, the aggressor must be 
pretty sure of the whereabouts of the 
defender before declaring war). 
Finally, note that the given weapons 
and vehicles will be tied up in that 
war until end of the war. A 
COMMAND_ERROR will be in the 
resulting Message Group if the 
defender cannot be found, or if the 
aggressor has fewer weapons and/or 
vehicles than were specified.

The result is 
RESULT: WAR_DECLARE 
War begun with ARG1 

WAR_DEFEND WEAPONS 
ARG1 VEHICLES ARG2

This command is used to declare 
defending parameters for a war that 
was declared via a WAR_DEFEND: 
directive. ARG1 is the number of 
weapons the defender wishes to use 
in this war.  ARG2 is the number of 
vehicles the defender wishes to use 
in this war. This command is most 
probably used in response to a 
Message Group that contained the 
WAR_DEFEND: directive (and 
probably a REQUIRE: WAR_DEFEND 
directive as well).

The result is
RESULT: WAR_DEFEND

WAR_TRUCE_OFFER 
ARG1 to ARG3 ARG4 
ARG5 ARG6 ARG7 to 
ARGN

This command is used by the 
aggressor or defender to ask the 
Monitor to confirm a truce, by making 
a truce request to the opponent. The 
arguments to WAR_TRUCE_OFFER 
are exactly the same as those to the 
WAR_TRUCE_OFFERED: directive.

If a war is in progress the result is

RESULT: WAR_TRUCE_OFFER ARG1

ARG1 is either ACCEPTED, DECLINED, 
NOT_ALIVE, or WAR_OVER. If ARG1 is 
ACCEPTED, then the offerer can expect 
its wealth to be changed to reflect the 
truce terms. A COMMAND_ERROR occurs if 
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the war between the two parties has 
ended, an invalid asset name is given, or 
if the Client that has offered the truce 
does not have sufficient assets. Note that 
weapons and vehicles already tied up in 
the war cannot be used in a war truce 
agreement.  If no war has ever occurred 
between the two combatants the 
command initiator just gets a polite 
message from the Monitor indicating 
that.

WAR_TRUCE_RESPONSE 
ARG1

This command is used to either 
accept or reject a truce request. This 
command is most probably used in 
response to a Message Group that 
contained the 
WAR_TRUCE_OFFERED: directive 
(and probably a REQUIRE: 
WAR_TRUCE_RESPONSE directive as 
well).  ARG1 is either ACCEPT or 
DECLINE.

The result is

RESULT: WAR_TRUCE_RESPONSE

Depending on whether the Client 
accepted or declined the truce offer (and, 
if Monitor approval was given), the 
offerer's wealth will be changed.

WAR_STATUS ARG1 This command is used to find the 
status of current or recently fought 
wars. ARG1 is the identity of the 
Client with which the requester is at 
war.   A COMMAND_ERROR is sent in 
the resulting Message Group if the 
requester has never been at war with 
the named Client.

The result is

RESULT: WAR_STATUS aggressor ARG2 
defender ARG4 winner ARG6 battles 
ARG8 status ARG10 weapons ARG12 
vehicles ARG14

ARG2 is the identity of the aggressor in 
this war. ARG4 is the identity of the 
defender in this war. ARG6 is the identity 
of the winner, TRUCE-<name-of-truce -
receiver> if a truce was negotiated, or 
NONE if the war still continues.  ARG8 is 
an integer that represents the number of 
battles fought thus far in this war.  ARG10 
is COMPLETED if the war is over, or 
ACTIVE if the war is still active. ARG12 is 
the number of weapons that the 
requester has committed to this war. 
ARG14 is the number of vehicles that the 
requester has committed to this war. 
Note: the number of vehicles and 
weapons committed to wars are not part 
of the PLAYER_STATUS total.  If no war 
has ever occurred between the two 
combatants the command initiator just 
gets a polite message from the Monitor 
indicating that.

GET_GAME_IDENTS This command is used to get a list of 
identities of Clients in the current 
game. This is useful, for example, if 
a Client wants to know who can be 
traded with.

The result is
RESULT: GET_GAME_IDENTS ARG1 ... 
ARGN
There will be N arguments in the 
response. Each argument will be the 
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identity of another Client that is currently 
alive in the game.

RANDOM_PLAYER_HOST_
PORT

This command is used to ask the 
Monitor for a host port of some 
random identity. This is useful when 
a Client wishes to go to war with 
another Client, as in these cases, it 
is necessary to know the host and 
port of the Client to be fought. A 
COMMAND_ERROR occurs if a Client 
has recently invoked this same 
command.

The result is
RESULT: RANDOM_PLAYER_HOST_PORT 
ARG1 ARG2 ARG3
ARG1 will be the identity of the Client, 
ARG2 will be the most recent host on 
which that Client has been seen, and 
ARG3 will be the port on which that Client 
lives and/or the host and port where that 
Client was most recently seen.

PLAYER_HOST_PORT 
ARG1

This command is used to ask the 
Monitor for a host port of some given 
Client's identity. The command costs 
one computer resource. A 
COMMAND_ERROR occurs if the Client 
issuing the command does not have 
adequate computer resources. A 
COMMAND_ERROR occurs if the Client 
is not known.  A notification occurs if 
the identity is not currently ALIVE. 
Note that the computer resource is 
taken even if the identity is not 
known or the Clients is not alive.

The result is
RESULT: PLAYER_HOST_PORT ARG1 
ARG2 ARG3
ARG1 will be the identity of the Client, 
ARG2 will be the most recent host on 
which that Client has been seen, and 
ARG3 will be the port on which that Client 
lives and/or the host and port where that 
Client was most recently seen.

PLAYER_STATUS_CRACK 
ARG1 ARG2

This command is used to make an 
attempt to get the Client status 
information of an enemy Client. 
ARG1 is the identity of the Client 
whose status to crack. ARG2 is the 
number of computer resources to 
spend on this attempt.  The 
computer resources will be lost, 
regardless of whether or not the 
crack attempt succeeds. The more 
computer resources committed, the 
greater the chance of success. A 
COMMAND_ERROR occurs if the Client 
issuing the command does not have 
at least the amount of computer 
resources requested. A 
COMMAND_ERROR also occurs if the 
identity is not known.

In case the crack is successful the result 
is :
RESULT:PLAYER_STATUS_CRACK 
ARG1 STRING

where ARG1 is the identity of the Client 
whose status was to be cracked and 
identity and STRING is the status of 
ARG1’s assets.

In case the crack is unsuccessful the 
result is the same except STRING is 
Unsuccessful.

GET_MONITOR_KEY Request for the modulus component 
of the Monitor's RSA public key. 

The result is the following:

RESULT: MONITOR_KEY n

where n is the modulus. 

GET_CERTIFICATE 
ARG1

Request for the certificate of a Client 
with identity ARG1 where ARG1 is the 
Client identity that appears in the 
menu below the GET_GAME_IDENTS 
button.  GET_GAME_IDENTS must be 

The result is the following:
RESULT: ARG1 ARG2 ARG3 ARG4

where ARG1 is the Client identity named 
in the request, ARG2 and ARG3 are the 
named Client’s public key,  and ARG4 is 
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clicked for that identity to show up in 
the menu.

the certificate signed by the Monitor. If 
ARG1 has not made a certificate the 
response will be 
RESULT: GET_CERTIFICATE Player 
does not have a certificate registered

MAKE_CERTIFICATE 
ARG1 ARG2

Request to make a certificate for this 
Client. ARG1 is the Client's pubic 
key v value (ZKP) or e value (RSA) 
and ARG2 is the public key n value. 

The result is the following:
RESULT: ARG1 ARG2

where ARG1 is this Client’s identity, and 
ARG2 s the certificate signed by the 
Monitor. 

Table 5: Client commands
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Appendix C - Communication Examples

Registration without encryption
Logging in for the first time, after restarting on a new host or port, or after a SIGN_OFF.  In this example it 
is assumed that a Client with identity ARCANGEL is communicating with the Monitor via its Active Client 
and  ARCANGEL has  a  Passive  Server  listening  on  port  20000  of  a  machine  with  domain  name 
myhost.myorg.org.   The  Contest  Administrator  may  have  required  a  particular  password  for 
ARCANGEL, in case of a contest, or allowed ARCANGEL to create its own password, in case of a practice 
session.  In this example suppose ARCANGEL makes up password MYLITTLESECRET.

COMMENT: Game Monitor Version 0.1.96
REQUIRE: IDENT
WAITING:

IDENT ARCANGEL

REQUIRE: PASSWORD
WAITING:

PASSWORD MYLITTLESECRET

RESULT: PASSWORD NRMVEXUHFELPNN
REQUIRE: HOST_PORT
WAITING:

Note here the  RESULT:.  This  means that  NRMVEXUHFELPNN is  the Monitor  password ("cookie")  that 
ARCANGEL’s  Passive Server will  use to authenticate the Monitor.   Now, suppose that  this  REQUIRE: 
HOST_PORT directive is ignored and ARCANGEL’s response to it is the following command.

PLAYER_STATUS

Then the Monitor replies with the directive.

COMMAND_ERROR: Command PLAYER_STATUS was not expected in this context
REQUIRE: HOST_PORT
WAITING:

Since the REQUIRE: HOST_PORT directive was ignored a COMMAND_ERROR: was generated, and a new 
REQUIRE: HOST_HORT directive was issued.  Now, suppose ARCANGEL sends the correct response to 
the REQUIRE: HOST_PORT directive.

HOST_PORT myhost.myorg.org 20000

At  this  point,  before  responding  to  ARCANGEL’s  Active  Client,  the  Monitor will  attempt  to  ‘ALIVE’ 
ARCANGEL’s Passive Server on machine  myhost.myorg.org, port  20000. The transaction that takes 
place on that connection will be an Are-You-Alive? transaction, described below. Once that transaction is 
completed successfully, ARCANGEL’s Active Client sees the following.

RESULT: HOST_PORT Command succeeded
WAITING:

At this point ARCANGEL can send any valid command from its Active Client since there is no REQUIRE: 
directive in the message group.
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Registration with encryption
Logging for the first time, after restarting on a new host or port, or after a SIGN_OFF.  In this example it is 
assumed that a Client with identity ARCANGEL is communicating with the Monitor via its Active Client and 
ARCANGEL has  a  Passive  Server  listening  on  port  20000  of  a  machine  with  domain  name 
myhost.myorg.org.   The  Contest  Administrator  may  have  required  a  particular  password  for 
ARCANGEL, in case of a contest, or allowed ARCANGEL to create its own password, in case of a practice 
session.  In this example suppose ARCANGEL makes up password MYLITTLESECRET.

COMMENT: Game Monitor Version 0.1.96
REQUIRE: IDENT
WAITING:

IDENT ARCANGEL 6462268434069939471330357326438413418674035665465613971675...

RESULT: IDENT 55446305428379341181370769834012275128439868006629829499665...
REQUIRE: PASSWORD
WAITING:

The 6462... number is the Client’s Diffie-Hellman half and the 5544… number is the Monitor’s Diffie-
Hellman half.  The shared secret is computed using those two numbers before going any further.  Then 
an encrypted tunnel is established between the Client and the Monitor with that secret.  There is only one  
computed secret and that is used by the Karn encryption algorithm.  From this point on all communication 
is encrypted.

PASSWORD MYLITTLESECRET

As above, the Monitor cookie is sent to ARCANGEL’s Active Client in the message group below.

RESULT: PASSWORD NRMVEXUHFELPNN
REQUIRE: HOST_PORT
WAITING:

ARCANGEL responds with the following.

HOST_PORT myhost.myorg.org 20000

The Monitor then attempts to contact ARCANGEL’s Passive Server which should be running on machine 
myhost.myorg.org, port  20000. The transaction that takes place on that connection will be an  Are-
You-Alive? transaction, described below, with encryption. Once that transaction is completed successfully 
ARCANGEL’s Active Client receives the following from the Monitor.

RESULT: HOST_PORT Command succeeded
WAITING:

At this point ARCANGEL can send any valid command since there is no REQUIRE: directive in the 

message group.
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Are-You-Alive?
This transaction is initiated by the Monitor when it wants to determine whether a Client’s Passive Server is 
listening on the machine and port specified by the Client’s Active Client during registration.  Encryption is  
assumed in this example.  Assume the Client identity is ARCANGEL.

COMMENT: Monitor Version 0.1.96
PLAYER_PASSWORD_CHECKSUM: cb1f3f077473c05a81ba6dc0db4195fd8d03af55
REQUIRE: IDENT
WAITING:

The cb1f… number is used by the Passive Server to authenticate the Monitor – this number is the SHA-1 
hash  of  ARCANGEL’s  password  in  base  16  format,  which  ARCANGEL’s  Passive  Server  should  know. 
ARCANGEL sends its Diffie-Hellman half to the Monitor.

IDENT ARCANGEL 56007747794739903006931377520432235554394933536701848027...

The Monitor responds with its Diffie-Hellman half and asks for the cookie through REQUIRE: ALIVE so 
that it can authenticate the Passive Server.  Note that the Diffie-Hellman secret that is shared between 
ARCANGEL’s  Active  Client  and  Monitor  is  likely  different  from  the  secret  that  is  shared  between 
ARCANGEL’s Passive Server and the Monitor.  

RESULT: IDENT 308241787364364534120058580500161574473471090140160085758...
REQUIRE: ALIVE
WAITING:

ARCANGEL sends  the  cookie  that  it  received  from  the  Monitor  after  the  last  PASSWORD or 
CHANGE_PASSWORD command.

ALIVE NRMVEXUHFELPNN

The following message group would is received by the Passive Server.

RESULT: ALIVE Identity has been verified.
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Alive Handshake with Active Client
This transaction is initiated by the Monitor when the Active Client attempts re-registration after a QUIT, 
or time out.  Encryption is assumed in this example.  Assume the Client identity is ARCANGEL.

COMMENT: Monitor Version 0.1.96
REQUIRE: IDENT
WAITING:

The cb1f… number is used by the Active Client to authenticate the Monitor – this number is the SHA-1  
hash  of  ARCANGEL’s  password  in  base  16  format,  which  ARCANGEL’s  Active  Client  should  know. 
ARCANGEL sends its Diffie-Hellman half to the Monitor.

IDENT ARCANGEL 56007747794739903006931377520432235554394933536701848027...

The Monitor responds with its Diffie-Hellman half and asks for the cookie through REQUIRE: ALIVE so 
that it can authenticate the Active Client.  Note that the Diffie-Hellman secret that is shared between  
ARCANGEL’s  Active  Client  and  Monitor  is  likely  different  from  the  secret  that  is  shared  between 
ARCANGEL’s Passive Server and the Monitor.  

RESULT: IDENT 308241787364364534120058580500161574473471090140160085758...
REQUIRE: ALIVE
WAITING:

ARCANGEL sends  the  cookie  that  it  received  from  the  Monitor  after  the  last  PASSWORD or 
CHANGE_PASSWORD command.

ALIVE NRMVEXUHFELPNN

The following message group would be received by the Active Client .

RESULT: ALIVE Identity has been verified
WAITING:

A Player is then able to issue commands in free form since no REQUIRE directive was in the message 
group. 
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Re-registration  where HOST and/or HOST_PORT has changed

This transaction is  initiated by an Active Client  when it  attempts to re-register.  Assume that  either a 
Passive Server is running but has moved since the Active Client de-registered, or the Passive Server 
stopped operating (perhaps due to a SIGN_OFF).  Let the Active Client belong to ARCANGEL.  ARCANGEL 
should first ensure that its Passive Server is running, perhaps by starting a new one, and it should know 
on what machine and port the Passive Server is running.  Encryption is not used in this example.

COMMENT: Game Monitor Version 0.1.96
REQUIRE: IDENT
WAITING:

IDENT ARCANGEL

REQUIRE: PASSWORD
WAITING:

PASSWORD MYLITTLESECRET

RESULT: PASSWORD NRMVEXUHFELPNN
REQUIRE: HOST_PORT
WAITING:

ARCANGEL responds to the REQUIRE: HOST_PORT directive as follows.

HOST_PORT myhost.myorg.org 20000

At  this  point,  before  responding  to  ARCANGEL’s  Active  Client,  the  Monitor will  attempt  to  ‘ALIVE’ 
ARCANGEL’s Passive Server on machine  myhost.myorg.org, port  20000. The transaction that takes 
place on that connection will be an Are-You-Alive? transaction, described above. Once that transaction is 
completed successfully, ARCANGEL’s Active Client sees the following.

RESULT: HOST_PORT Command succeeded
WAITING:

At this point ARCANGEL can send any valid command from its Active Client since there is no REQUIRE: 
directive in the message group.
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Trade Between a Client and the Monitor
An example of a trade requested by a Client, called a trade-initiator, for assets owned by the Monitor is 
the following where the trade-initiator is ARCANGEL.

TRADE_REQUEST ARCANGEL Oil 20 for MONITOR Steel 20

The string ‘Monitor’ is case insensitive.  This request can only be sent after the Monitor has sent the 
WAITING: directive without a  REQUIRE: in the same message group.  The  trade-initiator, in this case 
ARCANGEL, could be any Client, but not the Monitor (the Monitor does not trade with itself). The following 
steps are taken by the Monitor after receiving a trade request from the trade-initiator.

The Monitor checks if the trade-initiator has sufficient assets to honor the trade request. If not, the Monitor 
returns the following message group to the Active Client of the trade-initiator, in this case ARCANGEL.

COMMAND_ERROR: Insufficient assets to offer
WAITING:

Otherwise the Monitor checks whether it has the required assets to honor the trade request. 
If it does not have enough assets for the trade, the Monitor sends the following message 
group to the Active Client of the trade-initiator.

RESULT: TRADE_REQUEST DECLINED
WAITING:

The Monitor does not let the trade-initiator know the reason for declining the trade.  If the Monitor does 
not decline the trade request it checks the total value of both the asset offered by the trade-initiator and 
the asset that can be supplied by the Monitor. This is done using the following algorithm which is repeated 
from Page 6.

Let A be the total value in rupyulars of the assets offered for trade by a Client (trade-initiator)
Let B be the total value in rupyulars of the assets the Client requests from the Monitor
Let T be the Monitor tax, a number greater than 1
If A ≥ B*T then the Monitor accepts the trade, otherwise the Monitor declines the trade

The value of Tax (Monitor markup percentage) is fixed and is set by the Contest Administrator before the  
start of the competition in the Configurator. This value can also be made variable in the future by making it  
based on the wealth of a Client. The wealthier a Client, the more tax it has to pay.  Using the above  
formulae, the Monitor makes a decision on the trade request and sends the following message group in  
response  to  the  Active  Client  of  the  trade-initiator.   If  A ≥ B*T then  the  trade-initiator,  in  this  case 
ARCANGEL, gets this message.

RESULT: TRADE_REQUEST ACCEPTED
WAITING:

If the Monitor accepts the trade, the trade-initiator, in this case JOHN_RIPPER, can expect its assets to 
be changed as per the trade request.  Since the Monitor will never let any Client know why it declined a  
trade, trade-initiators may need to make different trade requests until the Monitor finally accepts one.
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Trade Between Two Clients, No Authentication
The Contest  Administrator  may choose to disallow authentication on trades.   An example of  a trade 
requested by a Client,  called an  trade-initiator,  for assets owned by another Client,  called a  subject, 
without  authentication  follows.   In  this  example,  the  trade-initiator is  ARCANGEL and  the  subject is 
JOHN_RIPPER.  ARCANGEL issues the command below which states that  ARCANGEL offers to trade 20 
units of oil for JOHN_RIPPER’s 20 units of steel.  Encryption is not being used to simplify the exchange.

TRADE_REQUEST ARCANGEL oil 20 for JOHN_RIPPER steel 20

This request can only be sent after the Monitor has sent the WAITING: directive in a message group that 
does not contain a REQUIRE: directive.  The trade-initiator could be any Client but the subject cannot be 
the  trade-initiator (a player cannot trade with itself). The following steps are taken by the Monitor after 
receiving a trade request from a Client.

The Monitor checks whether the  subject,  JOHN_RIPPER, is active (or even in the contest). If not, the 
Monitor returns the following message group to the Active Client of the trade-initiator, ARCANGEL.

COMMAND_ERROR: Player JOHN_RIPPER does not exist
WAITING:

Otherwise, the Monitor checks whether the trade-initiator and subject have sufficient assets to honor the 
trade request.  If either does not, the Monitor returns the following message group to the Active Client of  
the trade-initiator, ARCANGEL.

COMMAND_ERROR: Insufficient assets to offer
WAITING:

Otherwise,  the  Monitor  asks  the  trade-initiator  for  a  key  and  type  of  authentication  from the  trade-
initiator’s Passive Server.  In this case the trade-initiator will  respond with no key thereby preventing  
authentication.

REQUIRE: PUBLIC_KEY

Since this example is for no authentication, the trade-initiator responds with

PUBLIC_KEY NONE

The  Monitor  tries  to  make  a  connection  to  the  Passive  Server  of  the  subject,  JOHN_RIPPER.   If 
JOHN_RIPPER is not active, the Monitor sends the following message group to the Active Client of the 
trade-initiator, ARCANGEL.

RESULT: TRADE_REQUEST JOHN_RIPPER not alive
WAITING:

Otherwise,  the Monitor goes through the handshake routine with  JOHN_RIPPER’s  Passive Server by 
sending it the following message group.

COMMENT: Game Monitor Version 0.1.96 
PLAYER_PASSWORD_CHECKSUM: &Y54WIUpx78!@)NN
REQUIRE: IDENT
WAITING:

where &Y54WIUpx78!@)NN is JOHN_RIPPERs password hash.  JOHN_RIPPER responds with 

IDENT JOHN_RIPPER

The Monitor responds to JOHN_RIPPER with
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REQUIRE: ALIVE
WAITING:

JOHN_RIPPER sends the following to the Monitor

ALIVE JDJEI)(#7842 

where JDJEI)(#7842 is JOHN_RIPPER’s cookie.  The response from the Monitor to JOHN_RIPPER is

RESULT: ALIVE Identity has been verified
TRADE_REQUEST ARCANGEL oil 20 for JOHN_RIPPER steel 20
PUBLIC_KEY NONE
REQUIRE: TRADE_RESPONSE
WAITING:

If JOHN_RIPPER likes the trade it responds

TRADE_RESPONSE ACCEPT

The Monitor replies to JOHN_RIPPER

RESULT: TRADE_RESPONSE

At any point during the above handshake, if an incorrect value of IDENT or ALIVE is provided, the Monitor 
sends a COMMAND_ERROR: message group in response.  For example,

COMMAND_ERROR: Invalid player JAMES_MADISON
REQUIRE: IDENT
WAITING:

If, at any point in the handshake, a command other than the one required by a REQUIRE: in a message 
group sent by the Monitor is issued, the Monitor sends a COMMAND_ERROR: message group in response. 
For example,

COMMAND_ERROR: CHANGE_PASSWORD was not expected in this context
REQUIRE: ALIVE
WAITING:

There are 3 things that can happen once the Monitor makes a connection to the subject.
1. The connection times out before the subject can respond.
2. The subject declines the trade
3. The subject accepts the trade

If the connection times out before the  subject can respond to the trade, the Monitor sends a message 
similar to the following to the Active Client of the trade-initiator, in this case ARCANGEL.

COMMENT: Timeout occurred at 45 seconds. Disconnecting...

If the subject, in this case JOHN_RIPPER, declines the trade, the Monitor sends the following message 
group to the trade-initiator, ARCANGEL.

RESULT: TRADE_REQUEST DECLINED
WAITING:

If  the  subject,  JOHN_RIPPER,  accepts  the  trade,  the  Monitor  locks  the  database,  makes  the  trade, 
releases the database and sends the following message group to the Active Client of the trade-initiator, 
ARCANGEL.

RESULT: TRADE_REQUEST ACCEPTED
WAITING:
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Trade Between Two Clients, Zero Knowledge Authentication
The Contest Administrator may allow trade authentication using a zero-knowledge proof protocol. Say 
ARCANGEL wants to trade 23 units of copper for 2 computers that are (possibly) owned by JOHN_RIPPER. 
ARCANGEL initiates a TRADE_REQUEST as follows

TRADE_REQUEST ARCANGEL Copper 23 for JOHN_RIPPER Computers 2

JOHN_RIPPER should authenticate and authorize ARCANGEL before such a transfer or deny the request if 
something  is  wrong.   This  can  be  done using  Fiat-Shamir  Zero  Knowledge  Authentication which  is 
described in  Appendix  G.   First  the trade request  is  made by  ARCANGEL.The Monitor  then sends a 
message to ARCANGEL asking for its ZKP public key:

REQUIRE: PUBLIC_KEY
WAITING:

ARCANGEL responds with its key.

PUBLIC_KEY ZKP 5206734890613795434916... 69147181385116357184598651528635...

This is sent to JOHN_RIPPER as follows after the initial (IDENT, PLAYER_PASSWORD_CHECKSUM, ALIVE) 
handshake:

TRADE_REQUEST ARCANGEL Copper 23 for JOHN_RIPPER Computers 2
PUBLIC_KEY ZKP 52067348906... 69147181385116357... 7776982344...
REQUIRE: TRADE_RESPONSE OR ROUNDS
WAITING:

JOHN_RIPPER may  choose  to  decline  authentication  and  just  respond  with  denied  or  accept.   For 
example:

TRADE_RESPONSE ACCEPT

which ends the trade.  Otherwise,  JOHN_RIPPER checks the public key against the certificate that was 
obtained  from the  Monitor  (See  the  Public  Key  Certificates section  in  Appendix  G).   On  a  match, 
assuming JOHN_RIPPER wishes to complete the trade, JOHN_RIPPER responds with a number of rounds 
of the ZKP which has an upper limit of 30.  In this example 4 is returned.  The following responds to the 
REQUIRE: ROUNDS directive sent by the Monitor.

ROUNDS 4

The Monitor then relays this information to ARCANGEL as follows:

ROUNDS 4
REQUIRE: AUTHORIZE_SET
WAITING:

ARCANGEL responds with an authorize set of 4 numbers – these are the r2 mod n numbers, where r is 
different in each of the four cases (see Appendix G).

AUTHORIZE_SET 61420291622... 1313250151... 2310123339... 1429746719...

The Monitor relays this information to JOHN_RIPPER

AUTHORIZE_SET 61420291622... 1313250151... 2310123339... 1429746719...
REQUIRE: TRADE_RESPONSE OR SUBSET_A
WAITING:
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JOHN_RIPPER chooses indices corresponding to elements in this list.  In this example the elements 614... 
and 231... are chosen.

SUBSET_A 0 2

This is sent to ARCANGEL who responds with two numbers r*s mod n where r corresponds to rounds 0 
and 2.

SUBSET_A 0 2
REQUIRE: SUBSET_K
WAITING:

SUBSET_K 1798264446126326739928838... 1134979506093775814444112...

Then another request for ARCANGEL to respond with the two remaining numbers needed which are r mod 
n where r corresponds to rounds 1 and 3.

REQUIRE: SUBSET_J
WAITING:

SUBSET_J 1313250151779751382698737... 1429746719935498123310537...

The Monitor relays this information to JOHN_RIPPER

SUBSET_K 1798264446126326739928838... 1134979506093775814444112...
SUBSET_J 1313250151779751382698737... 1429746719935498123310537...
REQUIRE: TRADE_RESPONSE
WAITING:

JOHN_RIPPER uses the above information, the authorize set, and ARCANGEL’s public key to confirm the 
identity of ARCANGEL (see Appendix G).  If JOHN_RIPPER  wants the trade to go through it responds with

TRADE_RESPONSE ACCEPT

If at any time during the above sequence JOHN_RIPPER wishes to cancel the trade it responds, when it 
can, with 

TRADE_RESPONSE DECLINE

JOHN_RIPPER may also skip authentication altogether by responding with the following, when it can

TRADE_RESPONSE ACCEPT

The trade-initiator sees the following on its Active Client:

TRADE_RESPONSE ACCEPTED
WAITING:

or

TRADE_RESPONSE DECLINED
WAITING:
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Trade Between Two Clients, RSA Authentication
Say  ARCANGEL wants  to  trade  23  units  of  copper  for  2  computers  that  are  (possibly)  owned  by 
JOHN_RIPPER.  ARCANGEL initiates a TRADE_REQUEST as follows

TRADE_REQUEST ARCANGEL Copper 23 for JOHN_RIPPER Computers 2

JOHN_RIPPER should authenticate and authorize ARCANGEL before such a transfer or deny the request if 
something is wrong.  This can be done using RSA authentication which is described in Appendix G.  First 
the trade request is made by ARCANGEL.  The Monitor then sends a message to ARCANGEL asking for its 
RSA public key:

REQUIRE: PUBLIC_KEY
WAITING:

ARCANGEL responds with its key <e,n>.

PUBLIC_KEY RSA 65537 6914718138511635718459865152863528...

This is sent to JOHN_RIPPER as follows after the initial (IDENT, PLAYER_PASSWORD_CHECKSUM, ALIVE) 
handshake::

TRADE_REQUEST ARCANGEL Copper 23 for JOHN_RIPPER Computers 2
PUBLIC_KEY RSA 65537 6914718138511635718459865152863528... 883944237...
REQUIRE: TRADE_RESPONSE OR CHALLENGE
WAITING:

JOHN_RIPPER checks the public key against the certificate that was sent as the third argument (See the 
Public  Key  Certificates section  in  Appendix  G).   On  a  match,  assuming  JOHN_RIPPER wishes  to 
complete the trade,  JOHN_RIPPER chooses a random number r, called a challenge, and encrypts with 
ARCANGEL’s  public  key  to  get  c  =  re mod  n.    JOHN_RIPPER sends  c  to  the  Monitor  for  relay  to 
ARCANGEL.

CHALLENGE 47838487384839503404934295093453...

Note that if  JOHN_RIPPER wishes to cancel the trade it can do that with a TRADE_RESPONSE DENIED. 
JOHN_RIPPER can  also  skip  the  authentication  with  TRADE_RESPONSE  ACCEPT.   Assuming 
JOHN_RIPPER goes ahead with the authentication the Monitor then sends the challenge to ARCANGEL as 
follows:

CHALLENGE 47838487384839503404934295093453...
REQUIRE: CHALLENGE_RESPONSE
WAITING:

ARCANGEL decrypts  the challenge with  its  private  key.   Let  c  be the challenge received,  ARCANGEL 
computes cd mod n and sends it to the Monitor as the response to the challenge  (see Appendix G, RSA
authentication).

CHALLENGE_RESPONSE 99824892894728947874238942389...

The Monitor relays this information to JOHN_RIPPER

CHALLENGE_RESPONSE ARCANGEL 99824892894728947874238942389...
REQUIRE: TRADE_RESPONSE
WAITING:

JOHN_RIPPER compares the challenge response just received with the challenge it chose earlier.  If they 
are the same, ARCANGEL is authenticated.  If JOHN_RIPPER wants to accept the trade it sends
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TRADE_RESPONSE ACCEPT

If at any time during the above sequence JOHN_RIPPER wishes to cancel the trade it responds, when it 
can, with 

TRADE_RESPONSE DECLINE

JOHN_RIPPER may also skip authentication altogether by responding with the following, when it can

TRADE_RESPONSE ACCEPT

The trade-initiator sees the following on its Active Client:

TRADE_RESPONSE ACCEPTED
WAITING:

or

TRADE_RESPONSE DECLINED
WAITING:
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Get Client Information from the Monitor
This section covers commands that are used to get Client information from the Monitor.  Some of these  
commands are free in that no assets are given up to get requested information but some require giving up  
computers to get the information.  The operation of some commands is affected by parameters that are  
chosen by the Contest Administrator in the Configurator.  For an explanation of these parameters see 
Appendix J.

 GET_GAME_IDENTS
RANDOM_PLAYER_HOST_PORT
PLAYER_HOST_PORT
PLAYER_STATUS_CRACK

Get all Client identities

Initiating a  trade with  another  Client  requires only  knowledge of  the identity  of  that  Client.   That  is,  
knowledge of  a  Client’s  host  domain  name and  port  are  not  necessary  because  this  information  is 
retrieved by the Monitor from the Client database.   A Client may query the Monitor for the identities of all  
Active Clients using the GET_GAME_IDENTS command.

The GET_GAME_IDENTS command is free of cost (no assets will be taken by the Monitor) and the Monitor  
sends the identities of all the other Clients as a reply to this command. The following example shows the 
execution of the GET_GAME_IDENTS command and a possible result.

GET_GAME_IDENTS

RESULT: GET_GAME_IDENTS ARCANGEL JOHN_RIPPER HARRY-PIERCE JILL_WARREN
WAITING:

Get the host port of  the Passive Server of a random Client

To declare WAR, a Client needs to know the identity, the host domain name, and the port on which the 
subject’s Passive Server is operating.  The RANDOM_PLAYER_HOST_PORT command may be used to get 
that information.  This command is also free of cost, but can only be used once every X minutes where X  
is determined by the Contest Administrator by setting parameter ‘Time for random HP’ in the Configurator.  
The following shows a RANDOM_PLAYER_HOST_PORT command transmission from Client to Monitor.

RANDOM_PLAYER_HOST_PORT

The Monitor sends back something similar to this

RESULT: RANDOM_PLAYER_HOST_PORT ARCANGEL 10.8.0.53 20000
WAITING:

If this command is reissued in less than X minutes of time the Monitor sends the following response. 

COMMAND_ERROR: Too soon to receive host and port of random player. Try ...
WAITING:

Get the host port of the Passive Server of a particular Client

This command is  used to  get  the host  and port  details  of  a named Client.   The Monitor  charges X 
computers  to  provide  this  information.  The  Contest  Administrator  determines  X  at  the  start  of  the 
competition by setting the parameter ‘Computers for Host Port’ in the Configurator.  An example is the 
following, sent by a Client to the Monitor. 

PLAYER_HOST_PORT ARCANGEL
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On receiving this command, the Monitor first checks if the named Client is active. If it is not, the Monitor 
returns the following message group to the Active Client of the Client initiating the request. 

RESULT: PLAYER_HOST_PORT Player is not connected 
WAITING:

If the named Client is active, then the Monitor checks if the initiator of the request has enough computers 
to get this information. If the initiator does not have enough computers, the Monitor sends the following 
message group to the initiator.

COMMAND_ERROR: Insufficient Computers
WAITING:

If the initiator has enough computers, then the Monitor locks the database, transfers X computers from 
the initiator to itself, and sends a message group similar to the following to the initiator. 

RESULT: PLAYER_HOST_PORT ARCANGEL 10.8.0.53 20000
WAITING:

Find the status and holdings of a Client 

When two Clients are at WAR with each other each commits a certain number of weapons and vehicles 
at the outset.  However, no Client has the knowledge of the weapons and vehicles used by the opponent  
unless this command is issued first.  An example of its use is the following.

PLAYER_STATUS_CRACK ARCANGEL 5

The Monitor charges X computers to provide this information, where the value of X is determined by the 
Contest  Administrator  at  the  start  of  the  competition  by  setting  parameter  ‘Status  crack’  in  the 
Configurator.  On receiving this command, the Monitor first checks if the named Client exists.  If not, the  
Monitor sends the following message group to the Active Client of the initiator.

COMMAND_ERROR: Player ARCANGEL does not exist 
WAITING:

Otherwise, the Monitor checks if the  initiator has enough computers to get this information. If not, the 
Monitor sends the following message group to the initiator. 

COMMAND_ERROR: Insufficient computers
WAITING:

Otherwise, the Monitor locks the database, transfers X computers from the initiator to itself and tries to 
crack the Client's status. There is only a Y% chance for the crack to be successful, where Y is determined  
by the Contest Administrator. If the crack is successful, the Monitor sends the following message group to  
the initiator.

RESULT: PLAYER_STATUS_CRACK ARCANGEL RUPYULARS 42 OIL 33 STEEL 12 ... 
WAITING:

If the crack is not successful, the Monitor sends the following message group. 

RESULT: PLAYER_STATUS_CRACK UNSUCCESSFUL
WAITING:
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Make and Get a Client’s Certificate

Have the Monitor make a certificate

Assume a Client with username JOHN_RIPPER has the public key
 

   exponent = 65537
   modulus = 70850267045604461815841361782309677480975932752935420213892071963046425

where both numbers are in base 10 format.  The following command, issued in free form by Client 
franco, creates a certificate that is held by the Monitor.

MAKE_CERTIFICATE 65537 70850267045604461815841361782309677480975932752...

The Monitor responds with

RESULT: CERTIFICATE JOHN_RIPPER 2e5109a88165a4783722e23134f41e00b2fdc53f330…
WAITING:

The hexadecimal number 2e5109… is the certificate that is held by the Monitor for Client JOHN_RIPPER

Get a certificate from the Monitor

A Client can get the certificate of another Client with a command like the following where the certificate of 
franco is requested.

GET_CERTIFICATE JOHN_RIPPER

The Monitor provides the public key and hexadecimal certificate of JOHN_RIPPER similar to this:

RESULT: CERTIFICATE JOHN_RIPPER 65537 708502670456044… 2e5109a88165…
WAITING:

If JOHN_RIPPER does not have a certificate the following is sent to the Client from the Monitor:

RESULT: GET_CERTIFICATE Player JOHN_RIPPER does not have a certificate registered
WAITING:

If JOHN_RIPPER does not exist the following is returned to the Client:

COMMAND_ERROR: Player JOHN_RIPPER does not exist 
WAITING:

A Client may get the Monitor’s certificate with the following

GET_CERTIFICATE MONITOR

The Monitor replies with 

RESULT: CERTIFICATE MONITOR 7n5tqm93irtu6jijageod8ia8scdnaafbka31ptsqn…
WAITING:

The Monitor’s private key

For the Monitor to be able to sign certificates it must have an RSA private key.  The modulus of the private  
key is the same as the modulus of the Monitor’s pusblic key and is therefore known.  The private key 
cannot be the same for all competitions for security reasons.  Hence, a long list of private and public keys  
will be available for configuration and one set is chosen from the list by the Contest Administrator before a 
competition. 
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WAR
The Monitor maintains a war database with the following information.

• Aggressor
• Defender
• Battles
• Winner
• Status
• Aggressor Weapons
• Aggressor Vehicles
• Defender Weapons
• Defender Vehicles

Two Clients go to war when one of them, called the aggressor, issues the WAR_DECLARE command and 
the other, called the defender, responds with a  WAR_DEFEND command.  Once a war commences both 
Clients must remain active for the entire duration of the war. If aggressor or defender goes offline during a 
war the opposing Client is automatically declared the winner of the war.

After every  X seconds (where X is decided by the Contest Administrator) the Monitor scans the war 
database and creates a battle for every on-going war.  Each battle results in a loss of  weapons and 
vehicles of all participating Clients. The winner of a battle loses fewer assets than the loser of a battle. A 
battle will generally be won by the Client that has committed more weapons and vehicles, but not always 
because winning is determined probabilistically where the ratio of  remaining assets of aggressor and 
defender  and  status  as  aggressor  or  defender  are  factors.    These  factors  are  set  by  the  Contest  
Administrator.

A war ends when one of the two warring Clients runs out of weapons and vehicles, or if a truce is agreed  
upon, or if one of the two warring Clients goes offline. The winner of a war gets some amount of assets  
from the loser as spoils.  It should be noted that the weapons and vehicles committed to a war can not be 
used for trades or other wars and they do not show in the status of that Client while the war is in progress.  
After a war ends, whatever weapons and vehicles are left are returned to the Client status, and they can 
be used again.

Consider Clients ARCANGEL and JOHN_RIPPER.  Suppose ARCANGEL is to be the aggressor of the war 
and JOHN_RIPPER is to be the defender.  ARCANGEL sends a request to the Monitor from its Active Client 
as follows:

WAR_DECLARE JOHN_RIPPER 10.8.0.53 20000 WEAPONS 20 VEHICLES 20

This request can only be sent after the Monitor has sent the WAITING: directive. The following steps are 
taken by the Monitor after receiving a war declaration from the aggressor, ARCANGEL.

The Monitor checks whether  JOHN_RIPPER is active. If not, the Monitor sends the following message 
group to the Active Client of ARCANGEL.

COMMAND_ERROR: Player JOHN_RIPPER is not online.  Try again later.
WAITING:

Otherwise, the Monitor checks whether ARCANGEL has sufficient weapons or vehicles for the war. If not, 
the Monitor sends the following message group to the Active Client of ARCANGEL.

COMMAND_ERROR: Insufficient resources with ARCANGEL
WAITING: 

Otherwise,  the  Monitor  checks  whether  the  host  and  port  of  JOHN_RIPPER that  was  supplied  by 
ARCANGEL in its  WAR_DECLARE command are correct  via a query to the Client  database. If  not,  the 
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Monitor applies a penalty to ARCANGEL, by transferring some of ARCANGEL's assets to the Monitor and 
sends the following message group to the Active Client of ARCANGEL.  The penalty is ‘Pillage’ divided by 2 
where ‘Pillage’ is a parameter set by the Contest Administrator in the Configurator.  See Appendix J for an 
explanation of ‘Pillage’. 

COMMAND_ERROR: Player JOHN_RIPPER does not live at host.org:45678
WAITING: 

Otherwise,  the  Monitor  tries  to  make  a  connection  to  the  Passive  Server  of  JOHN_RIPPER.   If 
JOHN_RIPPER is  active but  does not  respond in X minutes,  where X is  the parameter  ‘War defend  
timeout’ that  is  set  by the Contest  Administrator  in the Configurator,  the Monitor  sends the following 
message group to the Active Client of ARCANGEL.

RESULT: WAR_DECLARE ARCANGEL WINS
WAITING: 

and applies the ‘Pillage’ parameter which transfers some of  JOHN_RIPPER’s assets to  ARCANGLE (see 
Appendix J).  Otherwise, the Monitor attempts to ALIVE JOHN_RIPPER as follows.  The following is sent 
to the Passive Server of JOHN_RIPPER.

PLAYER_PASSWORD_CHECKSUM: &Y54WIUpx78!@)NN
REQUIRE: IDENT
WAITING:

where  &Y54WIUpx78!@)NN is  JOHN_RIPPER’s  password  hash.   JOHN_RIPPER’s  Passive  Server 
responds with

IDENT JOHN_RIPPER

The Monitor responds with

RESULT: IDENT JOHN_RIPPER
REQUIRE: ALIVE
WAITING:

JOHN_RIPPER  sends

ALIVE JDJEI)(#7842 

where JDJEI)(#7842 is JOHN_RIPPER’s cookie.  The response from the Monitor is

RESULT: ALIVE Identity has been verified
WAR_DECLARATION ARCANGEL
REQUIRE: WAR_DEFEND
WAITING:

JOHN_RIPPER may respond with

WAR_DEFEND VEHICLES 30 WEAPONS 30

In this case JOHN_RIPPER has decided to defend with 30 weapons and 30 vehicles.  The Monitor replies

RESULT: WAR_DEFEND War begun with ARCANGEL
WAITING:

At any point during the above handshake, if an incorrect value of IDENT or ALIVE is provided, the 
Monitor sends the following message group in response.  For example,

COMMAND_ERROR: Invalid player JAMES_MADISON
REQUIRE: IDENT
WAITING:
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If, at any point in the handshake, a command other than the one required by a REQUIRE in a message 
group sent by the Monitor is issued, the Monitor sends the following message group in response.  For  
example,

COMMAND_ERROR: Command CHANGE_PASSWORD not expected in this context
REQUIRE: WAR_DEFEND
WAITING:

There are 3 things that can happen once the Monitor makes a connection to JOHN_RIPPER.
    1. The connection times out before JOHN_RIPPER can respond.
    2. JOHN_RIPPER does not have the assets claimed in its WAR_DEFEND command
    3. JOHN_RIPPER has the assets claimed in its WAR_DEFEND command

If the connection times out before JOHN_RIPPER can respond to the war declaration, the Monitor sends 
the following message group to the Active Client of ARCANGEL.

COMMENT: Timeout occurred at 45 seconds. Disconnecting...

Otherwise, if JOHN_RIPPER does not have the assets that were claimed in the WAR_DEFEND command 
that it sent to the Monitor, the Monitor applies a pillage penalty to JOHN_RIPPER as the loser and sends 
the following message group to the Active Client of ARCANGEL.

RESULT: WAR_DECLARE War won
WAITING: 

Otherwise,  if  JOHN_RIPPER possesses the assets claimed the Monitor sends the following message 
group to ARCANGEL.

RESULT: WAR_DECLARE War begun with JOHN_RIPPER
WAITING:

The Monitor then populates the war database with all the data, and starts conducting battles between the  
two Clients from time to time.

Finally, suppose one of the two warring Clients, say JOHN_RIPPER,  does not want to continue the war 
for any reason (fear of losing, wanting weapons and vehicles committed back), then JOHN_RIPPER can 
send a WAR_TRUCE_OFFER to the other Client, in this case ARCANGEL such as the following

WAR_TRUCE_OFFER JOHN_RIPPER to ARCANGEL oil 2 steel 0 weapons 3 ...

This request can only be sent after the Monitor has sent the WAITING: directive. The following steps are 
taken by the Monitor after receiving a war declare from a Client.

The Monitor checks whether ARCANGEL is active.  If not, the Monitor sends the following message group 
to the Active Client of JOHN_RIPPER.

RESULT: Player is not connected
WAITING:

and the WAR_TRUCE is cancelled.  

Otherwise,  The Monitor checks whether  JOHN_RIPPER has sufficient assets as per the truce request 
made. If not, the Monitor sends the following message group to the Active Client of JOHN_RIPPER.

COMMAND_ERROR: Insufficient resources with player ARCANGEL
WAITING:

and the WAR_TRUCE is cancelled.  
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Otherwise, The Monitor checks whether JOHN_RIPPER and ARCANGEL have a war going on. If there is no 
war between the two Clients, the Monitor sends the following message group to the Active Client of 
JOHN_RIPPER.

COMMAND_ERROR: No ongoing war
WAITING:

Otherwise, The Monitor tries to make a connection to the Passive Server of ARCANGEL.  If ARCANGEL is 
not alive, the Monitor sends the following message group to the Active Client of JOHN_RIPPER.

RESULT: WAR_TRUCE_OFFER NOT_ALIVE
WAITING:

and the war ends here, since ARCANGEL is Not_alive, and JOHN_RIPPER is the winner of the war and 
receives the spoils.

Otherwise,  the  Monitor  initiates  the  usual  handshake  with  ARCANGEL (assumes encryption  is  off  for 
simplicity).

PLAYER_PASSWORD_CHECKSUM: (*34RT23$%3@
REQUIRE: IDENT
WAITING:

where (*34RT23$%3@ is ARCANGEL’s password hash

IDENT ARCANGEL

RESULT: IDENT ARCANGEL
REQUIRE: ALIVE
WAITING:

ALIVE 82334JHS@!&

where 82334JHS@!& is ARCANGEL’s cookie.  ARCANGEL then gets the truce offer

RESULT: ALIVE Identity has been verified
WAR_TRUCE_OFFERED JOHN_RIPPER to ARCANGEL oil 2 steel 0 weapons 3 …
REQUIRE: WAR_TRUCE_RESPONSE
WAITING:

ARCANGEL responds with either ACCEPT or DECLINE.  In this example ARCANGEL chooses to accept. 

WAR_TRUCE_RESPONSE ACCEPT

to person sending WAR_TRUCE_RESPONSE -------------------------------
RESULT: WAR_TRUCE_RESPONSE

At any point  during the above handshake, if  an incorrect  value of  IDENT or  ALIVE is  provided, the 
Monitor sends the following message group to ARCANGEL.

COMMAND_ERROR: Invalid monitor cookie
REQUIRE: ALIVE
WAITING:

If, at any point, a command other than the one "REQUIRE"d by the Monitor is provided, the Monitor sends 
a command error such as the following to ARCANGEL.

COMMAND_ERROR: Command CHANGE_PASSWORD not expected in this context
REQUIRE: WAR_TRUCE_RESPONSE
WAITING:
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There are 2 things that can happen once the Monitor makes a connection to ARCANGEL.
    1. The connection times out before ARCANGEL can respond
   2. ARCANGEL accepts or declines the request.

If the connection times out before ARCANGEL can respond to the war truce offer JOHN_RIPPER wins the 
war since, by not responding to the truce request,  ARCANGEL is not giving  JOHN_RIPPER a chance to 
stop the war, or make a better truce request which ARCANGEL could accept. The Monitor then sends the 
following message group to the Active Client of JOHN_RIPPER.

COMMENT: Connection timed out.  Disconnecting...                               

In  this  case,  JOHN_RIPPER wins,  and  gets  some assets  from  ARCANGEL as  spoils.   If  ARCANGEL 
responds in time, then JOHN_RIPPER gets one of the following message groups from the Monitor.

RESULT: WAR_TRUCE_OFFER ACCEPTED
WAITING:

or

RESULT: WAR_TRUCE_OFFER DECLINED                                         
WAITING:

If the truce is accepted, the war ends, and ARCANGEL receives the assets pledged by JOHN_RIPPER in 
its truce offer, if the truce is declined, JOHN_RIPPER can try to make a better offer to ARCANGEL and go 
through the same process again, or JOHN_RIPPER chooses not to make another truce offer and hope for 
its fortune to change, start winning battles, and eventually win the war.
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Appendix D – Session with Ready-Made Client and Monitor

Assumptions

    The word ‘Client’ refers to the ready-made Client software
    The operator of the ready-made Client software is called the Player
    The machine running the ready-made Client has a recent Java distribution installed
    A setup file called Parms is in the same directory as the jar executable file
    File Parms originates from the Contest Administrator and contains the Monitor’s IP address, port, etc.
    File Parms also holds the Monitor’s public RSA key, the Monitor certificate, and Diffie-Hellman p and g 

Files

The  ready-made  Client  is  written  in  Java.   Source  code  and  executables  are  in  directory  Player. 
Directory Player/src contains source code and a script called compile which is run to compile the code. 
The compiled code is archived in client.jar which is moved to directory Player/run.  Player/run also 
contains scripts run.client and stop.client to start and stop the ready-made Client.  Make sure the 
Parms file, which was sent by the Contest Administrator, is in directory Player/run (see Page 68).

Start the ready-made Client

To start the ready-made Client the Player runs ‘run.client’ in directory Player/run from the command 
line.  Figure 13 shows the user interface (UI) that is displayed.

The UI has six editable fields across the top.  In a normal competition the Contest Administrator provides 
a file named Parms which contains that information.  The Client reads whatever it can from the Parms file 
and fills the editable fields with this information.  Those fields then become uneditable.  In the example of  
Figure 13 the Parms file has been read and the Monitor IP address, Monitor port, and other information 
populates the editable fields.  In a practice session the Player can enter that information manually.  For 
example, the Client identity can be made up and entered into the ‘username’ field without consulting a 
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Figure 13: The ready-made Client user interface



Contest Administrator.  A Player may practice with its own Monitor running locally and, in that case, will  
choose the IP address and port for the Monitor.  In a normal competition the Player may decide on a  
username and send that choice to the Contest Administrator who then adds this name to the competition 
database and the Player’s  Parms file. If  the ‘passwd’ field is left  blank (say, this information was not 
contained in the  Parms file), then a password is generated automatically by the Client software.  If a 
password is entered into the ‘passwd’ field manually, then that will be the Client’s password.  Either way, 
the password will be stored in a local file names password.<username>.dat.

The  ‘server  host  location’ field  contains either  the  IP address or  the  qualified  machine  name of  the 
machine that will run the Client’s Passive Server.  Depending on the decision of the Contest Administrator, 
the Player may choose the Passive Server host or the Contest Administrator may require that the Passive 
Server run on a machine with an address that is in a specified range (for example, if the contest is run on  
a  VPN the  Contest  Administrator  may distribute  IP addresses  for  each  Player  –  in  such  cases this  
information will be in the Parms file).  The Player’s Passive Server host port may be determined by the 
Client but must be a number above 10000 and entered in the ‘server host port’ field.  

The ‘Monitor location’ is either the IP address or qualified machine name of the server on which the  
Monitor is running.  This address or name is provided by the Contest Administrator.

The buttons under the ‘Commands’ label execute Monitor commands when clicked.  Buttons that show a  
yellow band on the left side are active and will send commands when clicked.  Buttons that show a black 
band are not active.  If a button with black band is clicked nothing will  be sent to the Monitor and a 
message stating that the associated command ‘is disabled at the moment’ appears in the ‘msgs’ textarea 
of the UI.  At the start of the Client only three commands can be executed: Start Encryption, Public Key  
ZKP,  and  Public  Key  RSA.   Clicking  ‘Start  Encryption’ turns the color  band to  green indicating that  
transactions will be encrypted after the IDENT command is executed.  Clicking ‘Public Key RSA’ causes a 
RSA key pair  to be generated and saved in a file  with name containing the username, for example:  
JOHN_RIPPERRSAFile.key,  and  the  public  and  private  keys  to  be  shown  to  the  right  of  the 
MAKE_CERTIFICATE button.   Similarly  for  the  ‘Public  Key  ZKP’  which  stores  the  keys  for  Zero 
Knowledge Authentication.   Figure 14 shows the Client after above operations have been executed.
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Figure 14: Encryption has been enabled and RSA key pair generated



Notice that ‘Delete Public Key’ has become active.  ‘Delete Public Key’ will erase the key to the right of  
MAKE_CERTIFICATE.

Join the competition

Normally, a competition is joined after the Contest Administrator has started the Monitor, but before the 
competition start date has arrived.  Assume the editable fields contain correct data.  A Player clicks the 
server ‘Connect’ button then clicks the Client ‘Connect’ button.  Figure 15 shows the result of this where 
the competition is run in a VPN, the Monitor is running on a server with IP address 10.8.0.99 and port 
8180, and the Client’s Passive Server is running on 10.8.0.50 and port  20000.  The username field 
shows JOHN_RIPPER.  The server and client ‘Connect’ button indicators have turned green to indicate the 
Passive Server is running and the Client has connected to the Monitor.  The IDENT button color band has 
turned yellow to allow for logging in.  Fields that had been editable are no longer editable but can become 
editable by disconnecting server and client.  Using openvpn to create a competition VPN is described in 
Appendix E.

The next steps are: the Player clicks the IDENT button, then the PASSWORD button, then the HOST_PORT 
button.   The  color  bands of  each  of  those  buttons  becomes yellow,  in  turn,  then  black  again  after  
execution of the command.  At this point the Client’s Active Client and Passive Server are logged in.  The  
transactions are displayed in the client and server logs, which are windows separate from the GUI, as 
shown in Figure 16.

Execute a command

At this point the Player is free to execute a variety of commands as indicated by the yellow color bands on  
the buttons in the Commands panel.  Some of those commands require parameters to be set in text fields 
adjacent to the buttons that execute the command.  In some cases the parameter text fields can be left  
blank and a parameter value will  be selected automatically  by the Client.   For example,  clicking the  
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Figure 15: The server and client connect buttons have been pressed.  The msgs textarea at the bottom shows that 
the Monitor requires an IDENT execution next and the IDENT button color band is now yellow.  The green color band 
adjacent to the Start Encryption button means encryption is turned on.



GET_GAME_IDENTS button results in an update of the pull down menu below the  GET_GAME_IDENTS 
button.  That menu contains a list of identities of all the Players currently logged in – see Figure 17.

If CHANGE_PASSWORD is clicked, an automatically generated new password is shown in the passwd field 
at the upper left of the UI (Figure 17) and to the right of the PASSWORD button (compare Figure 15 and 
Figure 17).  A new cookie is also computed and both the password and the cookie are saved in two files:  
password.<username>.dat and cookie.<username>.dat, respectively.
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Figure 16: Client and Server logs show the transactions executed during log in plus a CHANGE_PASSWORD and 
GET_GAME_IDENTS command execution.  Observe encryption is enabled which explains the second argument to 
IDENT in the Client Log.

Figure 17:  The GET_GAME_IDENTS command has been executed by clicking the button with that label.  The result is  
to populate the pull down menu below the button with a list of identities of all Clients that are currently active as 
shown.  The CHANGE_PASSWORD command was executed previously as evidenced by the string in the text field 
adjacent to the PASSWORD button.



Some commands, such as TRADE_REQUEST and WAR_DECLARE will open a dialog box to set parameters 
for the commands.  Commands with buttons in the last three lines of the Commands Panel, including the 
two named above, are meaningless without at least another Player’s Client in the competition. 

Commands Requiring User Input

Commands mentioned above were executed simply by pressing a button because parameters could be 
computed automatically so human intervention was unnecessary.  But some commands require human 
input.  An example is the TRADE_REQUEST command where a Player must select a Client to trade with, 
must specify a list of assets and quantities that the Player is willing to trade, and must specify a list of  
assets  and  quantities  that  the  Player  desires  from the  selected  Client.   Player  input  in  setting  up  
parameters for such commands is made convenient by specialized dialog boxes. The specialized box for 
the  TRADE_REQUEST command is shown in  Figure 18.  A Player clicks ‘Update assets’ and ‘Update 
players’ then chooses quantities of assets offered for trade either by clicking the asset buttons multiple 
times or by clicking an asset button and using the number pad.  The Player chooses desired assets and 
quantities similarly from the right ‘for these’ column.  A trading subject is selected from the ‘with’ menu and 
‘OK’ is clicked to propose the trade.    The Monitor then asks the initiator  whether  it  is  willing to be 
authenticated and by what means, if so.  See Figure 19 left for the box seen by the initiator.  Suppose the 
initiator chooses RSA authentication.  Then the trade subject is asked to accept the trade, decline the  
trade, or continue with authentication.  Figure 19 right shows the box seen by the subject if the initiator 
selected RSA authentication.  The green textfield indicates the key received is genuine (certificate signed  
by the Monitor).  If the subject continues with authentication and the initiator returns a valid authenticator 
the subject sees the box shown in Figure 20.  The green textfield means the initiator is authenticated and 
the subject must choose either to accept or decline the trade.  Authentication by ZKP works similarly but  
instead of being asked for a challenge, the subject is asked for the number of ZKP rounds that should be  
used. 
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Figure 18: TRADE_REQUEST box.  Click on ‘Update assets’ to show quantities of assets 
in the 'have' column.  Click on an asset repeatedly to set a quantity of an asset offered 
for trade in the 'offer' column.  The number pad can be used for this also.  Click on assets  
repeatedly in the 'for these' column to set quantities that are wanted in the trade.  Click 
'Update players' to get the current list of players plus the MONITOR in the 'with' column.  
Click OK when done.



If the trade was accepted the initiator (in this example JOHN_RIPPER) may click on PLAYER_STATUS to 
bring up the box shown in Figure 21 which displays quantities of assets owned by JOHN_RIPPER.  
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Figure 19: TRADE_REQUEST protocol: on the left, the initiator is asked whether it has no key, wants to use its RSA 
key, or wants to use its ZKP key.  Then, on the right, the subject gets the TRADE_REQUEST as shown, gets a 
determination whether the key is genuine, and chooses between accepting or declining now or initiating an RSA 
authentication with a challenge.

Figure 20: TRADE_REQUEST protocol: after asking for 
authentication through a challenge, the subject is asked 
to accept or decline the trade.

Figure 21: PLAYER_STATUS executed 
after a successful trade.  The Client has 
2 fewer Steel units and 1 more each of 
Computers and Plastic.



A Player may declare war on another Player.  Figure 22 shows the box for doing this.  The aggressor 
selects quantities of assets to commit to the war and names the host, by hostname or IP address, and 
port number and clicks OK.  The virtual keyboard is consistent with allowing a Player to use mouse clicks 
exclusively during a contest.  The defender then sees a box like that of Figure 23 and is asked to choose 
assets to commit to the war with the named aggressor.  A war continues over time with many battles until 
a winner is declared or until a truce is agreed to by both combatants.  Any combatant may see the current  
status of a war by clicking the WAR_STATUS button.  A box such as that shown in Figure 24 is displayed 
so that the correct war can be selected by identifying the combatant involved.  The Player selects the  
adversary from the menu and clicks OK.  Figure 29 shows a WAR_STATUS result.
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Figure 22: WAR_DECLARE box: on the left the aggressor chooses assets to commit to the war.  Quantities are chosen 
by repeated clicks on assets or by using the number pad.  The defender 's hostname or IP number and port are 
entered either by the virtual keyboard or the actual keyboard.  Press OK to declare war.

Figure 23: The defender is asked to commit 
assets to the war.

Figure 24: This box appears after a 
Player clicks the WAR_STATUS button.

Figure 25: An example of of how WAR_STATUS 
is presented to the Player. 



Any combatant can offer a truce to an adversary it is at war with by clicking the  WAR_TRUCE_OFFER 
button.  A box like that of  Figure 27 appears.   The offeror chooses assets and quantities to give to its 
adversary (selected from the menu) then clicks OK.  The adversary that the truce was offered to sees a 
box like that of Figure 26 and chooses to accept or reject the offer.

Other dialog boxes are used for commands requiring input.  One example is  PLAYER_STATUS_CRACK 
command which requires a Client to commit a number of computers to crack the status of a particular 
Player.   The box for  this  command is  not  shown.   There is  also the  SYNTHESIZE command which 
requires stating the quantity of a specified asset to synthesize.  The box for this command is shown in 
Figure 28.
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Figure 27: Offer a truce to an enemy at war with a 
Player.  Select the enemy and choose quantities of 
assets offered.

Figure 26: A combatant sees this truce offer and 
chooses to accept or reject it.

Figure 28: choose the quantity of an asset that is to be 
synthesized.  Click an asset repeatedly for the desired 
quantity.  To erase, select another asset.  Click OK 
when done.

Figure 29: choose the number of 
computers applied to cracking the 
password of a specified Player.  The 
Player and the number of computers are 
selected as usual and OK is clicked.



Certificates

Certificates are used to authenticate public keys.  They are signed by the Monitor’s private RSA key.  To  
make a certificate click the ‘Public Key RSA’ or ‘Public Key ZKP’ button to generate a public key or to 
retrieve one from file.  The key is shown in textfields to the right of the MAKE_CERTIFICATE button.  If the 
Client  is  logged  in  the  color  band  on  the  MAKE_CERTIFICATE button  is  yellow.   Click  the 
MAKE_CERTIFICATE button to have the Monitor make and record your certificate.   The certificate is 
returned as a result.  To get a Client’s certificate, if one exists, clcik the GET_GAME_IDENTS button and 
select the Client’s identity from the menu below the button.  Then click the GET_CERTIFICATE button.  In 
Figure 30 this has been done for  ARCANGEL.  The green ‘Public Key Genuine?’ field flashes for one 
second to verify that  a valid certificate has been received.   This certificate is placed in a file  named 
ARCANGELRSAFile.crt.  Generally, the file is named <identity>RSAFile.crt.  If the certificate is 
not verified, either because none was found or the certificate was corrupted or wrong, a red ‘Public Key 
Genuine?’ field flashes for one second, as shown in Figure 31, and no crt file is created.

Help Boxes

Hovering the mouse pointer over a button or textfield will bring up an information box that explains what  
action the button is intended to perform or what the value of a text box means.  To enable this feature 
click the ‘Show Help’ button in the upper right section of the UI.  An example is shown in Figure 32.  Click 
‘Hide Help’ to disable this function.
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Figure 32: Example of a help box opened after hovering over the TRADE_REQUEST 
button

Figure 30: Public key of ARCANGEL is verified by 
decrypting with the Monitor's public key

Figure 31: A public key was not verified either 
because the certificate was missing or 
decryption failed in some way



Accessibility

The following are accessibility features in the ready-made Client:
1. Little actual typing is necessary.  The setup parameters are provided by the Contest Administrator 

or other person in a file and the file populates most editable fields and all necessary fields in the  
GUI.  New passwords are generated by one button click.  A list of all Players is obtained by one 
button click  – all  commands, such as  TRADE_REQUEST or  GET_CERTIFICATE,  that  name a 
Player use the list: the Player merely clicks on the list entry to identify another Player.

2. Hovering over a button or field displays a popup that describes what the button or field is for.  This 
‘help’ feature can be turned on or off and is off by default.

3. Text to speech is supported.  All transactions are text based and are printed to the console to the 
console  to  allow a  text-to-speech  translator  to  transform the  text  to  speech  if  the  ‘Showing 
Messages’ label on a Command Panel button is present.  The text that is printed to the console  
does not contain all the words in the transactions, rather the console messages are designed to  
be understood with minimal dialog.  Clicking the “Showing Messages’ button disables this feature 
and  changes the  label  to  ‘Not  Showing  Messages’.   Clicking  that  button  again  enables  the 
feature.

4. The client and server logs have different text sizes to accommodate people who need a larger  
text to view the logs.  Figure 33 shows an example of the server log that has been switched to 
large text. 
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Figure 33: Server log with large font



Appendix E – Create a Competition VPN with Openvpn
There are numerous details associated with creating a competition and getting all those details correct is 
a  challenge.   For  this  reason  the  configuration  tool,  discussed  in  detail  in  Section  Configuration
Management, Page 10, was created.  The configuration tool reduces the work in getting a competition set 
up  to  a  few mouse  clicks.   However,  in  some  cases,  for  example  setting  up  a  socks-proxy,  some 
additional editing and/or distribution of files after using the tool will be necessary.  This section presents  
what much of the tool does so as to enable a Contest Administrator to work around any difficulties that are 
seen after the configuration tool is applied. 

For OpenVPN to succeed it must cooperate with several other packages including OpenSSL, LZO, and 
EasyRSA, among others.  But in our experience, one combination of versions of the above do not interact 
in  the  same  way  that  another  combination  does  rendering  it  difficult  to  create  a  lasting  working  
environment for making OpenVPN credentials.  Compounding this is that, at least for Ubuntu 18.04, the  
version of EasyRSA that is installed from repository is considerably out-of-date.  Thus, installation of a  
specific,  suitable  collection  of  packages  is  detailed  here  before  working  with  EasyRSA to  create  
credentials is described.  This will likely avoid many of the frustrations that we have experienced trying to  
get EasyRSA/OpenVPN to operate satisfactorily.    

Assumptions

  An OpenVPN server runs on a Linux host that is not inside an organization’s firewall-protected perimeter
  Client software runs on Linux machines, likely in a VM, that is outside the perimeter
  The Linux host running the OpenVPN server is accessible via an OpenSSH server

Create the key-making environment

The instructions of this section, for the Linux operating system, are adapted from  
https://gist.github.com/Anubisss/afea82b97058e418e8030ee35e40f54f

Get and install OpenSSL

prompt> sudo mkdir /iWars      // comment: choose any name you like
prompt> sudo chown user.user   // user is the username of the person doing this
prompt> mkdir iWars/config
prompt> cd /iWars/config
prompt> wget https://www.openssl.org/source/openssl-1.0.2j.tar.gz
prompt> tar -xvf openssl-1.0.2j.tar.gz && cd openssl-1.0.2j
prompt> ./Configure gcc -static -no-shared –prefix=/iWars/vpn
prompt> make
prompt> make install

check for the existence of ../../vpn/bin/openssl ../../vpn/lib/libssl.a

Get and install LZO2

prompt> cd /iWars/config
prompt> wget http://www.oberhumer.com/opensource/lzo/download/lzo-2.09.tar.gz
prompt> tar -xvf lzo-2.09.tar.gz && cd lzo-2.09
prompt> ./configure --prefix=/iWars/vpn --enable-static –disable-debug
prompt> make
prompt> make install

check for the existence of ../../vpn/lib/liblzo2.a ../../vpn/lib/liblz02.la

Get and install OpenVPN

prompt> cd /iWars/config
prompt> wget https://swupdate.openvpn.org/community/release/openvpn-2.3.12.tar.gz
prompt> tar -xvf openvpn-2.3.12.tar.gz && cd openvpn-2.3.12
prompt> ./configure --prefix=/iWars/vpn --enable-static --disable-shared \
--disable-debug --disable-plugins OPENSSL_SSL_LIBS=”-L/iWars/vpn/lib -lssl” \
OPENSSL_SSL_CFLAGS=”-I/iWars/vpn/include” \
OPENSSL_CRYPTO_LIBS=”-L/iWars/vpn/lib -lcrypto” LZO_LIBS=”-L/iWars/vpn/lib -llzo2” \
OPENSSL_CRYPTO_CFLAGS=”-I/iWars/vpn/include” LZO_CFLAGS=”-I/iWars/vpn/include”
prompt> make LIBS=”-all-static”
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prompt> make install

check for the existence of ../../vpn/sbin/openvpn

Move /iWars to a convenient, permanent location, for example /opt.  

Prompt> sudo mv /iWars /opt

Get and install EasyRSA

Download EasyRSA-unix-v3.0.6.tgz from https://github.com/OpenVPN/easy-rsa/releases

prompt> cd ~/Downloads
prompt> tar xf EasyRSA-unix-v3.0.6.tgz
prompt> mv EasyRSA-v3.0.6/* /opt/iWars/config/

Note: it may be necessary to install bridge-utils (ex: sudo apt install bridge-utils)
try that to be on the safe side.

Note: consider disabling openvpn from automatic startup, if openvpn has been installed by a package 
manager, since a running openvpn may interfere with starting the server openvpn for the contest.

Contest Administrator creates and distributes contest vpn credentials and parameters

Assume the EasyRSA-v3.0.6 package has been moved to  /opt/iWars/config.

prompt> cd /opt/iWars/config
prompt> cp vars.example vars 

Edit the file vars:

  #set_var EASYRSA_OPENSSL"openssl"                   ← replace this  
  set_var EASYRSA_OPENSSL “../vpn/bin/openssl”        ← with this
  ...
  #set_var EASYRSA_DN  "cn_only"                      ← change this  
  set_var EASYRSA_DN  “org”                          ← with this
  ...

  set_var EASY_REQ_COUNTRY "US"                       ← Choose country, city,
  set_var EASY_REQ_PROVINCE "OH"                        province, organization,
  set_var EASY_REQ_CITY "Cincinnati"                    organizational unit, and
  set_var EASY_REQ_ORG "UC"                             email address that fits
  set_var EASY_REQ_EMAIL "contestant@gmail.com”         your site
  set_var EASY_REQ_OU "EECS"
  ...
  # In how many days should the root CA key expire?         
  #set_var EASYRSA_CA_EXPIRE 3650                     ← 10 years default
  set_var EASYRSA_CA_EXPIRE 365                       ← Suggest good for 1 year 
  ...
  # In how many days should certificates expire?
  #set_var EASYRSA_CERT_EXPIRE 1080                   ← almost 3 years default
  set_var EASYRSA_CERT_EXPIRE 365                     ← other certs good for 1 year  

Make a Certification Authority certificate, server key, and server certificate from the command line

  prompt> ./easyrsa --batch init-pki
  prompt> ./easyrsa --batch build-ca nopass
  pronpt> EASYRSA_REQ_CN=server ./easyrsa --batch gen-req server nopass
  prompt> ./easyrsa --batch sign-req server server

OpenVPN has a mechanism which maps a Client’s comman name (EASYRSA_REQ_CN) to an IP address. 
This entails making a file whose name is the Client’s common name and whose content is the IP address  
and netmask and adding an entry such as client0,10.8.0.50 in a file named ipp.txt.  To prepare for 
this do the following:

  prompt> mkdir server
  prompt> mkdir server/ccd
  prompt> mkdir server/keys
  prompt> cp pki/ca.crt server/keys
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  prompt> cp pki/private/server.key server/keys
  prompt> cp pki/issued/server.crt server/keys

Then, for each Client, make credentials that will be passed to the Players.  The credentials consist of two 
certificates and one key.   Naming format  is  <Common-Name>.key and  <Common-Name>.crt.   Let 
<Common-Name> be client0.  One certificate, ca.crt, has already been made in a previous step.  To 
make and place the remaining credentials of client0 do this:

  prompt> EASYRSA_REQ_CN=client0 ./easyrsa --batch gen-req client0 nopass
  prompt> ./easyrsa --batch sign-req client client0 
  prompt> echo “ifconfig-push 10.8.0.50 255.255.255.0” > server/ccd/client0
  prompt> echo “client0,10.8.0.50” >> server/ipp.txt

Check directory  pki/issued/ for  client0.crt and  pki/private for  client0.key.  Repeat for all 
Client Common Names (which do not have to match contest Client identities).  When done, if, say, 50 
client keys and certificates were made with Common Names from client0 to client49 then directory 
pki/issued should have  client0.crt to  client49.crt plus  server.crt and directory  pki/private 
should have ca.key, server.key and client0.key to client49.key.  Finally, run

  prompt> ../vpn/bin/openssl dhparam -out pki/dh2048.pem 2048

Check directory pki for dh2048.pem.

The Clients, including the Monitor and the Server need to have configuration files made.  Start with the 
server.  Enter the server directory.

  prompt> cd server

current directory is /opt/iWars/config/server

Create file server.conf with the following contents in directory /opt/iWars/config/server:

  # the address of the machine which hosts the openvpn server
  local 10.52.10.254                ← change this to match the IP address of the machine running 
                                      the openvpn server
  # the port – 1194 is the usual
  port 1194

  # TCP or UDP server – I have run successful contests with tcp
  proto tcp

  # dev tap means ethernet frames, dev tun means tcp packets
  dev tap

  # server credentials
  ca keys/ca.crt
  cert keys/server.crt
  key keys/server.key  # This file should be kept secret
  dh keys/dh2048.pem

  # Configure server mode and supply a VPN subnet
  # for OpenVPN to draw client addresses from.
  # The server will take 10.8.0.1 for itself,
  # the rest will be made available to clients.
  # Each client will be able to reach the server
  # on 10.8.0.1. Comment this line out if you are
  # ethernet bridging. See the man page for more info.
  server 10.8.0.0 255.255.255.0

  # Maintain a record of client <-> virtual IP address
  # associations in this file.  If OpenVPN goes down or
  # is restarted, reconnecting clients can be assigned
  # the same virtual IP address from the pool that was
  # previously assigned.
  ifconfig-pool-persist ipp.txt 0

  # To assign specific IP addresses to specific
  # clients or if a connecting client has a private
  # subnet behind it that should also have VPN access,
  # use the subdirectory "ccd" for client-specific
  # configuration files 
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  client-config-dir ccd
  route 10.8.0.0 255.255.255.0

  # There should be one file in ccd for every key
  # that has been made for a Client and the name
  # of the file should be the Common Name given to
  # that key.  The format of the file in directory ccd
  # is 
  #    ifconfig-push <ip-address-of-client> 10.8.0.1
  #
  # For example,for a Client key with Common Name client0  
  # a file client0 is created in ccd which has only the
  # following line:
  #    ifconfig-push 10.8.0.50 10.8.0.1
  #
  # where 10.8.0.50 is the IP address that has been
  # assigned by the Contest Administrator to the 
  # Client who gets the key with Common Name client0.
  # If X is the number of Client keys created there will
  # be X files in directory ccd and each will 
  # have the one line format above.  For this distribution
  # Common Names will range from client0 to client49.

  # Configure server mode and supply a VPN subnet
  # for OpenVPN to draw client addresses from.
  # The server will take 10.8.0.1 for itself,
  # the rest will be made available to clients.
  # Each client will be able to reach the server
  # on 10.8.0.1. Comment this line out if you are
  # ethernet bridging. See the man page for more info.
  server 10.8.0.0 255.255.255.0

  # Allows different clients to see each other
  client-to-client

  # Ping-like messages are sent back and forth so each side 
  # knows when others go down.  The following causes a ping
  # every 10 seconds, the peer is considered down if there
  # is no response in 120 seconds.
  keepalive 10 120 

  # Choose cipher
  cipher AES-128-CBC   # AES

  # Enable compression on the VPN link.
  comp-lzo

  # The maximum number of concurrently connected clients allowed
  max-clients 200

  # Reduce the OpenVPN daemon's privileges after initialization.
  user nobody
  group nogroup

  # Avoid accessing resources on restart no longer be accessible due to privilege downgrade.
  persist-key
  persist-tun

  # Show current connections, truncated and rewritten every minute.
  status openvpn-status.log

  # log file – new one on restart.  Use log-append openvpn.log to append to existing log file 
  log openvpn.log

  # verbosity 4 – reasonable for general usage
  verb 4

Create server start  script  run.server in directory  /opt/iWars/config/server with the following 
contents:

  #!/bin/bash
  # first line is likely necessary – other openvpn processes
  # may interfere with the one that is being started here
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  sudo killall openvpn
  sleep 2
  sudo ./run.vpn

and create run.vpn in the same directory

  ../../vpn/sbin/openvpn server.conf &
  echo $! > vpn.pid

Create server stop script stop.server in directory /opt/iWars/config/server:

  #!/bin/bash
  if [ -e vpn.pid ]; then
     sudo kill `cat vpn.pid`
     rm -f vpn.pid
  fi

Note: once familiar with this package the user may attempt to use the OS’s openvpn instead of the one 
built above.  In that case, openvpn should be in the system path and /opt/iWars/vpn/sbin/openvpn 
in run.server can be replaced with openvpn. 

Make all the scripts executable

  chmod a+x run.server stop.server

Directory  /opt/iWars/config/server contains directory  ccd with many files whose names are the 
Common  Names  given  to  Player  credentials  plus  files  ipp.txt,  run.server, stop.server, 
server.conf.   There  is  also  a  keys directory  which  now needs to  be  populated  with  the  server’s 
credentials as follows:

  prompt> cp ../pki/dh2048.pem keys
  prompt> cp ../pki/issued/server.crt keys
  prompt> cp ../pki/private/server.key keys
  prompt> cp ../pki/ca.crt keys

The  server directory may now be archived and sent to the person that  will  maintain the OpenVPN 
server.

  prompt> cd ..
  prompt> tar cf server.tar server

For each Common Name a directory similar to that of server is to be created, populated, archived, and 
sent to the Player for whom the Common Name applies.  This is done here for client0.

  prompt> cd ..
  prompt> mkdir client0
  prompt> mkdir client0/keys
  prompt> cd client0

current directory is /opt/iWars/config/client0

Create file client.conf with the following contents in directory /opt/iWars/config/client:

  # Specify that this is a client
  client

  # Use the same setting as on the server – choose tap
  dev tap

  # Connect to a TCP server
  proto tcp

  # The hostname/IP and port of the server.
  remote 10.52.10.254 1194        ← replace 10.52.10.254 with local address used in server.conf
                                    unless a socks proxy is used (then use remote localhost 1194)

  # Keep trying indefinitely to resolve the host name of the OpenVPN server.
  resolv-retry infinite

  # Most clients don't need to bind to a specific local port number.
  nobind
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  # Downgrade privileges after initialization (non-Windows only)
  user nobody
  group nogroup

  # Try to preserve some state across restarts.
  persist-key
  persist-tun

  # credentials
  ca keys/ca.crt
  cert keys/client0.crt             ← replace client0 with Common Name of client
  key keys/client0.key              ← replace client0 with Common Name of client

  remote-cert-eku  “TLS Web Server Authentication”

  # cipher same as for the server
  cipher AES-128-CBC

  # compression
  comp-lzo

  # log file verbosity.
  verb 4

  # Do not use socks proxy if Client is inside perimeter: 
  # otherwise uncomment by removing ‘;’
  ; socks-proxy 127.0.0.1 8080       ← uncomment if using a socks proxy

Create Client  start  script run.client in  directory  /opt/iWars/config/client0 with the following 
contents:

  #!/bin/bash
  # consider uncommenting next line if Client is the
  # only Client on host
  # sudo killall openvpn
  # uncomment the next 3 lines if a socks-proxy is to be used
  # sleep 1
  # ssh -N -f -T -D 8080 <login-name-of-proxy-host>@<IP-address-of-openvpn-server-host>
  # sleep 1
  sudo ./run.vpn

and create run.vpn in the same directory

  #!/bin/bash
  ../../vpn/sbin/openvpn client.conf &
  echo $! > vpn.pid

Note: /opt/iWars/vpn/sbin/openvpn can be replaced with openvpn if the host has openvpn installed 
from a respository and openvpn is visible to applications.

Create Client stop script stop.client in directory /opt/iWars/config/client0:

  #!/bin/bash
  LINE=`pstree -paul | grep ssh | grep 8080 | grep <login-name-proxy-host>`
  IFS=',' read -ra N <<< $LINE
  PID=${N[1]}
  if [ -z "$PID" ]; then
     echo no proxy running
  else
     kill $PID
     echo proxy with pid $PID killed
  fi

  if [ -e vpn.pid ]; then
     sudo kill `cat vpn.pid`
     rm -f vpn.pid
  fi
  
The  stop.client script contains code that kills a socks proxy that would have been activated if the 
commented portion of run.client was uncommented.  There should not be side-effects if stop.client 
is run when no socks proxy exists.
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Make all the scripts executable

  chmod a+x run.client stop.client

Create the Parms file that is used to provide information to the Client that enables the Client to enter a  
competition.  The following is an example.

# Start Time ← POSIX time that contest will start

1578657600

# End Time  ← POSIX time that contest will end

1578660300
# Monitor Location ← IP address of the monitor host

10.8.0.99

# Monitor Port ← port the monitor is listening on

8180

# Server Location ← IP address of the Client’s Passive Server host 

10.8.0.50

# Username ← Client identity

standpipe

# Password ← Client password

too-many-secrets

# Server Port ← port on which the Client’s Passive Server should be listening

20000

# Diffie-Hellman p
789738360153468172470088613576628733387936700723699479238015195118503255091498350614
8400098806010880449684316518296830583436041101740143835597057941064647

# Diffie-Hellman g
233393864576615061551125594316969409746929453873057733047036523074818572916009728920
0390738424346682521059501689463393405180773510126708477896062227281603

# Challenge Length ← bit length of challenge numbers when using RSA authentication

128

# Monitor Public Key exponent (e)
65537

# Monitor Public/Private Key modulus (n)
995390350608779783031467699081772206700609320096085932368225062563347103467940822759
994834852811144031570596767331801764092872926955771311055194145767168269865341346357
367134249891759872644282755419164522831894744609082142459753788271822442091154197016
70797663391451536445059517822131057636770774825168945001

# Karn Key Size in bytes
2

Directory /opt/iWars/config/client0 contains scripts run.client, stop.client, and files Parms 
and client.conf.   There is also a  keys directory which now needs to be populated with the Client’s 
credentials as follows:

  prompt> cp ../pki/issued/client0.crt keys
  prompt> cp ../pki/private/client0.key keys
  prompt> cp ../pki/ca.crt keys

The client0 directory may now be archived and sent to the person that will operate the Client client0. 

  prompt> cd ..
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  prompt> tar cf client0.tar client0

The above is repeated for all Clients in the contest.

Start the openvpn server

Whatever machine the server is operated from, it should have access to an  openvpn binary that is in 
directory /opt/iWars/vpn/sbin where the openvpn executable built above resides (or else change the 
path to openvpn in run.server).  To start the VPN server run the following:

  prompt> run.server

Stop the openvpn server

To stop the VPN server run the following from the same directory that run.server was run from.

  prompt> stop.server

Client joins the VPN

Assume that /opt/iWars/vpn/sbin/openvpn exists (could be just a link to some installed openvpn). 
A Player receives clientX.tar from the Contest Administrator.  The Player untars the file.

  tar xf clientX.tar

This  results  in  directory  clientX which  contains  run.client, stop.client, client.conf, 
Parms,and subdirectory keys which contains ca.crt, clientX.key, and clientX.crt where X is 
a number from 0 to 49 assuming the setup above was followed (otherwise the client key and certificate  
could be anything the Contest Administration chooses).  To join the VPN the Player executes

  prompt> run.client 

This adds IP address 10.8.0.Y to the Client host’s network interface.  

Note: the server has file clientX in its ccd directory and the contents of clientX is 
  ifconfig-push 10.8.0.Y 255.255.255.0

Note: the server also has a line in ipp.txt that says
  clientX,10.8.0.Y

The Player checks the ip address with the command:

  ifconfig

Before starting its Client, the Player makes use of the information in the Parms file to set up its client – for  
example, the Client sets its Passive Server to listen on port server port specified in Parms and the Active 
Client communicates with the Monitor on the location and port specified for the Monitor.  If the ready-
made  Client  is  being  used  it  is  only  necessary  to  place  the  Parms file  in  the  directory  containing 
client.jar.  At this point the Client can be started.  If the ready-made Client is being used just click the 
icon client.jar or, from the Linux command line, run

  java -jar client.jar.
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Appendix F – How to Join the VPN Network

Assumptions

 The Player will enter the competition through a Virtualbox VM that is a Linux variant.
 The instructions below are written specifically for Ubuntu 18.04 but similar procedures apply for others
 The Ubuntu 18.04 desktop install iso has been downloaded from https://www.ubuntu.com
 The Player receives <player-name>.tar from the Contest Administrator as stated in Appendix E.
 The competition Monitor is run in a VPN which is behind some organization’s firewall-protected perimeter

Overview

The competition is run over an IPv4 VPN network which is facilitated by the OpenVPN package.  IP 
addresses given to Players are pre-assigned in the range  10.8.0.50 to  10.8.0.255.   Since each 
Player may get more than one contest account, depending on the decision of the Contest Administrator, 
each Player may be assigned more than one set of credentials and therefore more than one VPN IP  
address. Client software, ready-made or built by a Player, is expected to be installed on separate VMs – 
one VM hosting one Player account.  Instructions for setting up those VMs are given below assuming 
Virtualbox is used as a (type 2) hypervisor.

What the Player needs to do

Virtualbox may be downloaded from https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads.  The extension needs to 
be obtained as well: click 'All supported platforms'.  Installation for Windows or MacOS begins by clicking 
one of those links. To install in a Linux distribution click 'Linux distributions' link and then scroll down until  
you reach instructions for your OS.  To install the extension start Virtualbox (command line: virtualbox, 
menu: system).  Open the 'File' menu and select 'preferences'.  Click 'Extensions' to bring up the dialog 
box shown in Figure 34.

  

Click on the small blue-green square icon with a plus in the lower right corner to bring up a file dialog box.  
Select the downloaded extensions file and then click on install, accept, and so on.  If done correctly the  
extensions dialog box will be as shown in Figure 35.

Create an Ubuntu VM in Virtualbox

The first step is to prepare an environment for the OS.  Click the 'New' button shown in Figure 37 top and 
fill  in the details as shown in  Figure 37 middle except change  /home/franco to the Player’s home 
directory. Click 'Next' and choose a memory size as big as can be made (say 3GB if the host computer 
has 16GB of RAM).  Click 'Next', then click 'Create', then click 'Next', click 'Next', choose, say 30GB, for  
the disk size (the disk actually uses much less storage - the 30GB is just a maximum size).  Then click 
'Create'.  A new tag appears in the left margin of the Virtualbox screen as shown in  Figure 37 bottom. 
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Figure 34: Click the blue-green square icon to load 
extensions

Figure 35: Extensions have been loaded

https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads
https://www.ubuntu.com/


With the new tag selected click the 'Settings' icon as shown in Figure 36 top and select 'Storage' to get 
the screen in Figure 36 bottom.  Click the small blue disk with a plus to the right of 'Controller: IDE' as  
seen in Figure 36 bottom. Click 'Choose disk' - select the downloaded Ubuntu iso image (which should be 
in the Downloads directory).  Then select the new Ubuntu entry in the storage dialog, click 'OK', and click  
the green arrow facing right, shown in Figure 36 top.  The Ubuntu install image will boot. Choose install - 
answer questions on the way - choose language, choose normal installation, choose 'Erase and install  
Ubuntu'  and  click  'Install  Now'.  Choose  'Continue'  to  write  changes to  disk,  enter  name,  username, 
password, timezone etc.  Reboot when a dialog box appears and says to do so.

      

Configure the Ubuntu VM

With the VM powered down, configure the OS by selecting the VM tag on the left of the Virtualbox main 
dialog box and clicking 'Settings' as before.   Then select the tags in the left aide of the Settings box one  
by one and choose resources and settings.  Most of the defaults are OK.  Increase the number of cores  
dedicated  to  the  VM,  if  possible.   Changing  the  Graphics  Controller  to  VBoxSVGA should  provide 
increased screen area.  The Network should be set to NAT as shown in Figure 38.
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Figure 37: Create an environment for the new VM Figure 36: Ubuntu ISO as a disk drive

Figure 38: Network setting Figure 39: Desktop



Update and install software

Open Virtualbox, select the VM tag in the left margin, click the green arrow facing right to boot the OS.  
Once logged in, open the 'Activities' menu at the top left, search for 'terminal', and hit return.  The desktop 
looks something like Figure 12.  Update the OS using the commands below which are entered at the 
terminal prompt.

  prompt> sudo apt update
  prompt> sudo apt upgrade

The OS will authenticate by asking for the password specified during the OS install after the first  sudo 
only.  Next, install important software.  Depending on the language the Client software is written in, the 
appropriate compilers, interpreters, and anything else that is necessary to support execution of the Client 
software, should be installed.  If the Client software is written in Java it may be prudent to download and 
use the latest JDK from http://java.oracle.com, untar it, and place the resulting directory (e.g. jdk-12) in 
some familiar location such as  /usr/local and extend the  PATH variable in  ~/.bash_profile to 
include a path to the jdk’s  bin directory.  Make sure OpenVPN is installed with 

  prompt> locate openvpn | grep bin

 If it is not installed it can be obtained with

  prompt> sudo apt install openvpn

Also run 

  sudo apt install net-tools bridge-utils

Next, place files obtained from the Contest Administrator and use password and cookie info.
Each Player is given the following file (see Appendix E):

  <common-name>.tar

The files are intended for a single VM.  To get the files into the VM find out the IP address of the host that  
these files exist on.  This is done in Linux with ifconfig.  If the host is Windows use ipconfig from 
powershell.  Say the host IP address is 192.168.1.103.  Also, determine the directory those files are 
in on the host.  Say it's ~/Downloads. From a terminal in the VM:

  mkdir ~/Contest
  cd ~/Contest
  scp <host-username>@192.168.1.103:Downloads/password.<username>.dat .
  scp <host-username>@192.168.1.103:Downloads/cookie.<username>.dat .
  scp <host-username>@192.168.1.103:Downloads/clientX.tar .

Next untar the tar file like this:

   tar xf clientX.tar

This  results  in  a  directory  named  clientX with  subdirectory  keys plus  start  and  stop  scripts  and 
client.conf.  The keys and certificates in  the directory  keys are  unique to  a single  account and, 
among other things, they determine what the VPN IP address of the account will  be.  The  clientX 
directory can be placed anywhere that can be accessed by a normal user, such as that user’s home 
directory.

The files password.<username>.dat and cookie.<username>.dat have the password and cookie 
which are used to first log into the competition Monitor.  The Monitor is expecting an ALIVE instead of 
PASSWORD since the Contest Administrator has already logged all Player’s Clients in.   It is also expecting 
that a Passive Server is running and listening on some port on some machine connected to the VPN. 
The next step is to connect to the VPN.

Join the VPN

Change directory to clientX.  Look at run.client.  Here are the contents:

  #!/bin/bash
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  sudo killall openvpn
  sleep 1
  ssh -N -f -T -D 8080 visitor@helios.ececs.uc.edu
  sleep 1
  sudo openvpn client.conf
  echo $! > client.pid

The  ssh line  establishes  a  socks5  proxy  behind  the  organization’s  firewall  to  allow  external  
communication to port 1194 of the openvpn server.  For illustration only, suppose an account named 
visitor has  been  created  on  a  machine  named  helios.ececs.uc.edu which  is  inside  the 
organization’s (uc.edu) perimeter.  Although the socks5 proxy is intended for external communication it  
should work just fine inside the organization’s network so there is no need to change anything if the  
competition VPN is entered from outside or inside the organization’s perimeter.  Commenting out the ssh 
line is OK inside the organization’s perimeter but then the last line in client.conf must be commented 
or removed as well.  Run run.client like this:

  prompt> run.client

The result is a long output which ends with something similar to this:
   
   Wed Mar 20 09:56:29 2019 us=137912 do_ifconfig, tt->ipv6=0, tt->did_...
   Wed Mar 20 09:56:29 2019 us=138002 /sbin/ip link set dev tap0 up mtu 1500
   Wed Mar 20 09:56:29 2019 us=141321 /sbin/ip addr add dev tap0 10.8.0.104/24...
   Wed Mar 20 09:56:29 2019 us=144110 GID set to nogroup
   Wed Mar 20 09:56:29 2019 us=144175 UID set to nobody
   Wed Mar 20 09:56:29 2019 us=144203 Initialization Sequence Completed

If  Initialization Sequence Completed is not observed something is wrong.  If so, the problem 
could be due to an already running instance of openvpn or vpnagentd that was not killed (most common 
problem)  or  the  keys  can  not  be  found  because  their  location  does  not  match  that  stated  in  
client.conf.  

Here are some additional checks.  Run /sbin/ifconfig to get something like this:

   tap0  Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 4e:f3:3f:3d:f8:b5
         inet addr:10.8.0.55  Bcast:10.8.0.255  Mask:255.255.255.0
         inet6 addr: fe80::4cf3:3fff:fe3d:f8b5/64 Scope:Link
         UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST  MTU:1500  Metric:1
         RX packets:50 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
         TX packets:57 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
         collisions:0 txqueuelen:100
         RX bytes:2100 (2.1 KB)  TX bytes:6414 (6.4 KB)

No tap interface means there is no connection to the VPN.  If the Monitor is running and its IP address is  
known to be, say, 10.8.0.100, try this to make sure you can connect to it.

  ping 10.8.0.100
  PING 10.8.0.100 (10.8.0.100) 56(84) bytes of data.
  64 bytes from 10.8.0.100: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=77.1 ms
  64 bytes from 10.8.0.100: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=37.4 ms
  64 bytes from 10.8.0.100: icmp_seq=3 ttl=64 time=35.2 ms

  --- 10.8.0.100 ping statistics ---
  3 packets transmitted, 3 received, 0% packet loss, time 2002ms
  rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 35.258/49.958/77.126/19.232 ms

Passing the above tests means the Client software is connected to the VPN.  

Connect to the competition Monitor

All  accounts  have  already  been  logged  in  and  passwords  and  cookies  set  before  the  start  of  the 
competition.  The Contest Administrator, according to protocol, sends email to each Player saying when 
they can log in to the contest.  Logging in with the ready-made Client is covered in Appendix D.
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Disconnect from the VPN

To disconnect run

  prompt> ./stop.client
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Appendix G – Cryptography
Cryptography  is  provided  to  help  Clients  communicate  securely  by  allowing  communications  to  be 
confidential and by providing facilities for authenticating communicating Clients.  For confidentially Clients  
may use a Diffie-Hellman key exchange to create a shared secret with the Monitor.  The shared secret is 
used by an implementation of the Karn symmetric key encryption algorithm to encrypt messages.  Two 
schemes for authentication are supported: zero knowledge and RSA.  Both are public key cryptosystems. 
The Monitor provides a secure means to distribute public keys by creating a certificate for any Client that 
wants one for its public key.  The Monitor has a public key which is broadcast to all Clients who use that  
key to verify that the certificate they receive comes from the Monitor.

Diffie-Hellman key exchange
A Diffie-Hellman (DH) key exchange is performed if requested by a Client while logging in.  DH relies on a 
public key consisting of two numbers:

g = 65537
p = 283541265475476547654762531723547653

Both the Monitor and the Client use g and p to create two so-called Diffie-Hellman halves.  To do this the  
Monitor chooses a random number  RM and the Client chooses a random number  RC.  The Monitor and 

Client DH halves are gRM mod p and gRC mod p, respectively.  The Monitor sends gRM mod p to the Client 
and the Client sends gRC mod p to the Monitor.  Both exponentiate what they get from the other party by 
their chosen random number, mod p, to compute the shared secret S = gRM *RC mod p  =   gRC *RM mod p. 
Although the numbers are large the computations are fast because, in modulo arithmetic, exponentialtion 
proceeds iteratively over bits of the exponent and each iteration involves relatively small numbers since 
mod  p is  applied  to  the  result  of  each  previous  iteration.   The  shared  secret  S is  protected  from 
compromise by an observer because it is currently considered infeasible to find the log of a number mod  
p as long as p is prime.

Karn encryption algorithm
This is  a symmetric key encryption system which uses the Diffie-Hellman shared secret  as a key to 
encrypt on one end (Client or Monitor) and decrypt on the other end of a connection.  The main tool used 
by Karn is hashing, in general, and message digest, in particular.  Both the key and the message are  
partitioned into equal size blocks – 64 bytes for the key and 40 bytes for each message block.  If  a  
message does not  end evenly on a 40 byte boundary,  padding is  added to the last  block so that  it  
contains 40 bytes.  The hash algorithm used by the Monitor described here is SHA-1.  Operations using  
SHA-1 are: reset, update, and digest.  The digest operation always produces a 20 byte output.  

To encrypt a plaintext block: divide the block into 2 halves, left and right, of 20 bytes each; divide the key 
into two halves, left and right, of 32 bytes each; reset the hash; update the hash with the left plaintext 
block; update the hash with the left key block; xor the digest of the hash with the right plaintext block to 
get the right ciphertext block; reset the hash; update the hash with the right ciphertext block; update the  
hash with the right key block; xor the hash digest with the left plaintext block to get the left ciphertext  
block; output the left then right ciphertext blocks.  

To  decrypt  two  ciphertext  halves  totaling  40  bytes:  reset  the  hash;  update  the  hash  with  the  right  
ciphertext block; update the hash with the right key block; xor the hash digest with the left ciphertext block 
to get the left plaintext block; reset the hash; update the hash with the left plaintext block; update the hash 
with the left key block; xor the digest of the hash with the right ciphertext block to get the right plaintext  
block.  Assemble the two plaintext halves for the 40 byte plaintext block.

Padding: insert a 0 byte at the end of the message in the last plaintext block, if necessary.  Choose a  
random number that fills up the bytes that remain in the last block after the 0. 

Note: a ‘guard byte’ of 0x2A is always output as the first byte in a transmission.
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Public Key Certificates
Authentication of trade partners is accomplished with public key cryptography.  The Client determines 
what  authentication  method  is  to  be  used  for  trades.   Possibilities  are  RSA and  Zero  Knowledge 
authentication.  Either way, a public key consists of two numbers, one of which is a modulus.  Public keys  
are needed for authentication.  There are numerous ways that public keys can be distributed but the  
Monitor provides a service where a SHA-1 hash of both parts of  a public key can be signed by the 
Monitor.  The signed hashes are called certificates and certificates are used as follows.  When a trade is 
requested by a Client (a  trade-initiator) the  subject of the trade (the Client the  trade-initiator wishes to 
trade with) obtains the public key of the trade-initiator from the trade-initiator as part of the trade protocol. 
The obtained public key is not verification by itself since it can be spoofed by an impostor.  Anyway, the 
subject of the trade can verify the public key that it gets from the trade-initiator through an exchange with 
the Monitor that includes the following steps where the subject

1. pulls the trade-initiator’s certificate from the trade request, 
2. decrypts the certificate with the Monitor’s public key (Call the result M), 
3. hashes the public key sent by the trade-initiator (Call  the result  R) also taken from the trade 

request, and
4. checks that R = M.

If  the check  is  ‘true’ then  it  is  likely  that  the  public  key  is  correct  since  the  Monitor  is  trusted,  the  
communication with the Monitor is trusted due to the checksum and cookie that are computed for that  
purpose, the Monitor’s public key is provided to all Clients before the competition, and the decryption of 
the certificate succeeded.  Clients can choose a public key then ask the Monitor to make and save a  
certificate on their behalf.  Clients can also ask the Monitor for the certificate of another Client, their own 
certificate,  and  even  the  Monitor’s  certificate.  Appendix  C shows  examples  of  making  and  getting 
certificates.  Since Clients can change their public keys during a contest it is advisable that certificates are  
acquired regularly.  If a  subject cannot verify the  trade-initiator’s public key and needs to reacquire a 
certificate it can use a second Client to get it from the Monitor (the trade protocol does not support an 
interruption to do so). 

Zero Knowledge Authentication
Trades are important because they provide the means for a Client to collect raw materials needed to  
create finished products, to move weapons and vehicles between Clients in preparation for war, and to 
move computers to improve the ability of a Client to collect intelligence prior to a war.  Before a trade is  
negotiated it is wise for a Client initiating the trade to authenticate all the parties named in the trade.  The  
Fiat-Shamir Zero Knowledge authentication protocol (ZKP) is one of two protocols the Monitor supports 
for this purpose.  ZKP is considered in this section.  Before any trades are requested, all Clients choose a 
secret number s, two primes p and q, a modulus n=p*q, and compute a public key v = s2 mod n.  A Client 
or Monitor to be authenticated, called a Prover, must prove to a Client, called a Verifier, that it knows s  
without giving away what s is.  The Verifier uses x rounds of queries to the Prover to do this.   A probability 
E is initially set to 1.  Each Prover response to a query results in a true/false test by the Verifier.  If the test  
gives a true answer, E is halved and the next round begins.  If the test gives a no answer, the Prover is  
shown to be an impostor.  If round x is completed with a true test the Verifier concludes the Prover knows  
s with probability of error E.  If x is high enough the probability of error is so slight that it is unlikely the 
Prover is and impostor.  

The strength of Fiat-Shamir ZKP is based on the difficulty of computing square roots modullo a composite  
n.  Given two large primes p, q and n=p*q, computing sqrt(x) mod n for some integer x is very hard 
without knowing p and q.  But there exist efficient algorithms for computing square roots modulo a prime  
number, and therefore sqrt(x) mod n can be computed efficiently if p and q are known.

A round of Fiat-Shamir ZKP works as follows: the Prover chooses a random number r and sends c = r2 

mod n to the Verifier.  The Verifier’s query is a number e which is 0 or 1 and is selected randomly.  The  
Prover sends  a = r*se mod n to the Verifier (that is, the Prover sends either r mod n or r*s mod n to the 
Verifier depending on the value of e).   The Verifier checks  a2 = c = r2 mod n if e = 0 and a2 = cv mod n = 
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r2s2 mod n if e = 1.  If the Verifier’s check is true it advances to the next round until round x is reached.  
For the Monitor described in this document all the rounds are packed into single messages.  The Verifier  
gets the Prover’s public key, verifies the public key using a certificate that is signed by the Monitor, and  
chooses the number of rounds N.  The Prover then chooses N random numbers, squares each mod n,  
and packs them in a single message, called the authorize set, which is sent to the Verifier.  The Verifier  
then sends a single message with a subset of indices, each corresponding to a round number (from 0 to 
N).  The Prover packs in a single message, called subset K, r*s mod n for each index identified in the  
Verifier’s previous message and then packs into a single message called subset J, r mod n for each 
remaining (unnamed) index.  The Verifier checks all these numbers, as stated above, and determines  
eventually whether the Prover is an impostor.  A  Zero Knowledge Authentication example is given in 
Appendix C
  

RSA authentication
An RSA cryptosystem has a private key consisting of two integers, d and n, and a public key consisting of 
two integers e and n.  Together these are called a key set. The modulus, n, is the product of two primes p 
and q which are chosen randomly.  Let (n) = (p-1)*(q-1).  The public key exponent e is chosen next to be 
prime relative to (n).  Then d is chosen so that e*d-1 is divisible by (n).  Therefore e*d = (n) *k, where 
k is an integer, so me*d mod n =  mk*(n) +1 mod n = m mod n.  Thus, a message m can be encrypted using 
c = me mod n.  Then c can be sent to the owner of the private key and decrypted with c d mod n.  The 
owner of the private key can sign a message m by encrypting with its private key as in c = m d mod n.  A 
receiver can decrypt c as in ce mod n to get m which it can compare with an m it has already received.  

The Monitor will have a RSA key set.  A long list of key sets are furnished with the documentation.  The 
size of the keys in the key sets will vary.  A Contest Administrator chooses a key set from the list.  Key 
size length will be a factor in the choice: short keys for the more elementary competitions and longer keys  
for the more advanced competitions.

If RSA authentication is chosen by the trade-initiator it will proceed as follows.  Say a trade subject wants 
to  authenticate  a  trade-initiator and  the  trade-initiator has  a  key  set  <e,n>,<d,n>  (public,  private, 
respectively).   The  subject asks the  trade-initiator for its public key <e,n> (which can be verified via 
certificate).  The subject chooses a random number r, called the challenge, and encrypts with e to get c = 
re mod n.  The subject sends c to the trade-initiator.  The trade-initiator decrypts with its private key to m = 
cd mod n.  The  trade-initiator sends m to the  subject.  If m = r the  subject is confident that the  trade-
initiator is who it  claims to be because only the owner of the private key pair <d,n> can decrypt the 
encrypted r.  An RSA Authentication example is shown in Appendix C.
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Appendix H – Hard Coded Configuration Parameters
MONITOR_VERSION "1.101"
MONITOR_PORT  8180
BACKLOG 8 # maximum length of queue of pending 

# connections for the monitor
MIN_PLAYER_PORT 2048 # min port number for Passive Server
MAX_PLAYER_PORT 65000 # max port number for Passive Server 

# Database files are in database subdirectory
PLAYER_DB Player.db
MARKET_DB Market.db
MONITOR_DB Monitor.db
WAR_DB War.db
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Appendix I – Sample Configurations and Skill Levels

Configuration CA Decisions Group/Machines

 Basic  Ready made Clients are handed out to competitors
 Three VMs and three Clients per team
 No authentication, encryption, integrity checking
 Monitor source and binary is withheld
 Monitor log is made public

  Middle School
  Monitor on desktop
  Clients on laptops
  Students do not code

 Intermediate  Ready made Clients are handed out to competitors
 Ten VMs and Clients per team
 Authentication, encryption, integrity checking provided
 Monitor source code and binary are withheld
 Monitor log is made public 

  High School
  Monitor on desktop
  Clients on laptops
  Students choose
  protection params

 Experienced  Teams build Clients using high level language
 Existing libraries may be used
 Twenty VMs and Clients per team
 Authentication, encryption, integrity checking provided
 Monitor source code is distributed
 Monitor log is made public

  University
  Monitor on server
  Clients on student
  computers
  VPN networked

 Advanced  Teams must build Clients using assembly language
 Existing networking libraries disallowed
 Hundreds of VMs and Clients per team
 Client binaries may or may not be distributed
 Authentication, encryption, integrity checking supported
 Monitor binary is made public, source withheld
 Monitor log is withheld

  Advanced
  Monitor and Clients
  run on Cyber Range

Table 6: Sample configurations and target audience with expected supporting computing environment

CO Skill / Motivating
Configurations

Basic Intermediate Experienced Advanced

Low-level coding No No No Yes

Operating System coding/analysis No No No Yes

Networking No No Slight Yes

Advanced analysis No No Slight Yes

Advanced tools No No Yes Yes

Elementary analysis No Slight Yes Yes

Defend Slight Yes Yes Yes

Attack Yes Yes Yes Yes

Engrossing Yes Yes Yes Yes

Table 7: Expected impact on CO skill development by sample configurations described in Table 6
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Appendix J - Configurator Parameter Descriptions

Assets

Alive time for asset:
The number of minutes a Client’s Passive Server must be ALIVE before resources are distributed to  
that Client.

Decay rate inverse:
The rate at which a Client's resources decay if a player does not stay alive for the time stated by the 
'Alive  Time  for  Asset'  parameter.   A percentage  of  a  Client’s  holdings  is  deducted  when  it  is 
determined a Client is not ALIVE at a distribution epoch.  'Decay Rate Inverse' and 'Alive Time for 
Asset' go hand in hand as follows.  If a Client stays alive for 'Alive Time for Asset’ minutes, it is  
given  resources  as  a  reward.   If  a  Client  does  not  stay  alive  for  the  time  specified,  then  its  
resources are deducted as a penalty.  The reason for this is to keep a Client that is far ahead in  
wealth of all other Clients in the game to the end.  The following is used to calculate the decay for  
each resource:

     long decay = (amount * getInverseDecayRate())/100;
where decay is the number of units to be deducted and amount is the total units of an asset owned  
by the Client.  For example: if a Client has 100 units of each asset, and if the decay rate is 2, then 2  
units from all its assets will be deducted.

Init assets w/ monitor:
The number of units of each asset that is given to the Monitor prior to starting the contest.

Init assets w/ player:
The number of units of each asset that is given to a Client prior to starting the contest.

Player dist. amount:
The total value, in rupyulars, of all the raw materials and rupyulars that will be distributed to Clients 
during a distribution epoch.

Asset mult monitor:
The number of assets that the Monitor should be awarded at each resource distribution epoch as a 
multiple of the amount allotted for Clients.  For example: if 'Asset Mult Monitor' is 2, and if each  
Client is supposed to receive 100 rupyulars worth of assets at every distribution epoch, then the 
monitor gets

  (100 * 'Asset Mult Monitor')

rupyulars worth of assets (200 for this example).

Currency mkt value:
The value of one rupyular.  Currently this is fixed at 1.

Basic mkt value:
The value, in rupyulars, of one unit of a raw material at the start of the competition.

Assembled mkt value:
The value, in rupyulars, of one unit of a finished product at the start of the competition.

Monitor
Monitor port:

The port on which the monitor is listening for commands from Clients.

Monitor location:
The IP address of the host on which the Monitor is running or will be run.
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Recurring Events
Resource distribution:

The number of minutes between distribution epochs.

Market value calc time:
The time in minutes between the epochs where the market value of all  assets is calculated. In 
Parameters.txt this parameter is MARKET_VALUE_CALCULATION_TIME_IN_MINS.  The default is 60.

Database serialization:
Interval of time in minutes between moments when the data representing contest state is saved in 
files.

Min ALIVE check time:
The Monitor periodically checks to see whether a Client’s Passive Server can still respond to an 
ALIVE directive.  The time to the next check is random between a maximum and minimum value.  
This parameter holds the minimum value.

Max ALIVE check time:
The Monitor periodically checks to see whether a Client’s Passive Server can still respond to an 
ALIVE directive.  The time to the next check is random between a maximum and minimum value.  
This parameter holds the maximum value.

Scoreboard
Web server directory:

The scoreboard and Market Value Data sheet are html files that may be served on the host that 
runs the Monitor.  This parameter sets the directory in which those files will be placed.  The only 
reason for this parameter is that this location is added to the auto refresh line of the html files to  
allow frequent updates to the pages.  Make sure the host’s web server can serve this URL.

Scoreboard title:
This is the title that is given to the scoreboard.

Marketvalue link:
YES if there should be a link to the Market Value data sheet on the scoreboard, NO if not.

Game

Computers for Host Port:
Clients may 'pay' for finding a competitor's host port with computers.  This sets the number 
of computers.

Resources for Synthesize:
Weapons, Vehicles, and Computers may be synthesized from raw materials.  The number of 
raw materials needed to do this, per unit, is chosen here

Time for random HP:
Clients may get some competitor’s host port by clicking the RANDOM_HOST_PORT button.  A second 
execution of this command must occur at least X minutes after the previous execution where X is  
given by this parameter.

Monitor Tax:
A number that multiplies the value of total items offered for trade by a Client to the Monitor that is  
used by the Monitor to determine whether a trade with the Monitor is to be accepted.  For example,  
if the total value of items offered for trade is 100 rupyulars and the Monitor tax is 1.1 then the total  
value of items offered for trade is 110 rupyulars.  If the total market value of items requested by the 
Client is less than or equal to 110 rupyulars then the Monitor will accept the trade. 

Errors allowed before break:
If a Client tries repeatedly to issue a command but the attempts result in a command error, the  
Monitor will disconnect from the Client after a number of attempts that is chosen here.
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Commands per hour:
A Client is limited to making no more than a number of commands per hour as chosen here.  The 
ability to issue commands is abruptly cut off after this number has been executed.

Log
Monitor log file:

The name of the file which contains the contest log.  The file is located in the same directory as the 
monitor executable.

Logging option:
<-> :  Encrypted messages are shown encrypted in the log file.
</>  :  All encrypted messages are shown decrypted in the log file.
<-  :  Outgoing encrypted messages are decrypted, no change to incoming messages
 -> :   Incoming encrypted messages are decrypted, no change to outgoing messages
<->*:  Encrypted messages are shown encrypted in the log file.
           Username of Client involved is shown
</>*:   All encrypted messages are shown decrypted in the log file.
           Username of Client involved is shown
<- *:  Outgoing encrypted messages are decrypted, no change to incoming messages
           Username of Client involved is shown
 ->*:  Incoming encrypted messages are decrypted, no change to outgoing messages
           Username of Client involved is shown

Player
Max players:

Maximum number of Clients that can be supported by the Monitor.  Note that this number can be 
greater than the number of openvpn Client key sets that can be handed out because Clients can  
share those key sets as long as their Passive Servers listen on different ports.  Note: if the number  
is above 200 and OpenVPN will be used to build a network the number of players will be limited to  
200 when distributing keys where at most 200 keys can be distributed with sane credentials due to 
the maximum 4th octet of ip address which is 255.

Cookie size:
Cookies are used to authenticate the monitor.  Contests of novices may find the contest more fun if  
the cookie size is such that they can break it.

Connection Timeouts
Active conn. timeout:

A Client's Active Client may issue commands for a limited time, in minutes, as chosen here.  This  
could be as short as 3 minutes and as long as 90 minutes which is useful for practice events.

Trade resp. timeout:
If a trade response is not made within the time chosen here the connection to the Clients involved 
in the trade is terminated.

Truce resp. timeout:
If  there  is  no  response  to  a  truce  offer  for  the  specified  period  in  minutes  the  truce  offer  is 
terminated.

ALIVE check timeout:
Number of seconds after sending an ALIVE request before the Monitor decides that a Client is not  
ALIVE.

War defend timeout:
If  there is no response to a War Declare for the specified period the aggressor is declared the 
winner and gets spoils.

PS authen timeout:
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The Monitor waits this period of time for the Client's Passive Server to ALIVE itself when requested 
after the HOST_PORT command is issued during login.  If that doesn't happen before this timeout is 
raised the connection is terminated.

Database
Player DB state:

Possibilities are STATIC and DYNAMIC.  In the case of DYNAMIC a Client may create its own 
identities and passwords, as many as it would like.  This state is most suitable for practice and 
development.  A STATIC state is used for contests.  A Client is assigned an identity and password 
as well as IP address and port on which the Client’s passive server will be listening.

Recover database:
If  YES, the old  databases are retained after  the monitor  is  killed and are reinstated when the 
monitor is restarted.  If NO, the databases are cleared when the monitor is restarted. 

Command Extras
Proof of work:

If ‘Allowed’, proof is required for synthesizing a quantity of finished product in bulk if the quantity 
requested is greater than the selection of ‘Synth linit w/o proof’ and otherwise no proof is required. 
If ‘Never’, no proof is ever required.  Requiring a proof is intended to make difficult the creation of  
large quantities of a finished product in one transaction.  See the algorithm on Page 16 for details. 
The default is ‘Never’.

Synth limit w/o proof:
If ‘Proof of work’ is set to ‘Allowed’ all synthesize requests for a quantity of finished product that is  
greater than the number selected here are required to be accompanied by a proof of work.

   

Status crack:
A number of computers committed by a Client to determine whether a named competitor’s status 
should be revealed to that Client.  In Parameters.txt this is CRACK_GROWTH_RATE.  The default value 
is 1.5. See Page 16 for the algorithm used to determine whether the crack succeeds.

Encryption & Authentication
Karn key length:

Length of the key used for encryption by the Karn symmetric key algorithm.   According to the 
Karn specification  the key size must  be  512 bits.   Smaller  sizes  are  achieved here  by 
placing the first X bytes of the Diffie-Hellman shared secret into the first X key bytes, the 
next X key bytes and so on until the key bytes have all been set.  X is this parameter.  See 
Appendix G.

RSA Monitor key pair:
Index into a list of 10 RSA key sets to be used for Monitor authentication.  See Appendix G.

RSA authen bits:
Number of bits used in a challenge that is created for authentication using the RSA crypto 
algorithm.  If set to 0 no authentication will be used in the contest.  See Appendix G.

War
Pillage amount:

A factor which multiplies the quantities of remaining assets owned by the loser to determine the 
amount of each asset that will be transferred from the loser to the winner when a war is over.  The 
Parameters.txt file, read by the Monitor on start up, states this parameter as PILLAGE_AMOUNT. 
The default is 0.5.

Defender bias:
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A number that is used to give an advantage to a defender in a battle.  The higher the number the  
lesser  the  chance  that  the  attacker  wins  the  battle.   This  number  is  greater  than  1.   The 
Parameters.txt file,  read  by  the  Monitor  on  start  up,  states  this  parameter  as 
WAR_DEFENDER_BIAS.  The default value is 1.1.  

Winner battle loss:
The percentage of resources that the Monitor removes from the committed resources of the winner 
of a battle.  The Parameters.txt file, read by the Monitor on start up, states the parameter as 
WINNER_BATTLE_LOSS.  The default is 0.25.

Loser battle loss:
The percentage of resources that the Monitor removes from the committed resources of the loser 
of a battle.  The Parameters.txt file, read by the Monitor on start up, states the parameter as 
LOSER_BATTLE_LOSS.  The default is 0.50.

Sec. between battles:
The time that the monitor waits before running the algorithm for deciding the winner of the next 
battle  in  a  war  between  two  Clients,  in  seconds.   The  default  is  300  seconds.   The 
Parameters.txt file states this parameter as SECONDS_BETWEEN_BATTLES.
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Appendix K - Structure of Files in Directory config

Parms:
This file is unique to all Players and Monitor.  It contains all the information needed by a Player and the 
Monitor to join the contest.  Here is a sample Parms file: 

# Start Time
1578154500

# End Time
1578161700

# Monitor Location
10.8.0.99

# Monitor Port
8180

# Server Location
10.8.0.50

# Username
JOHN_RIPPER

# Password
comeagainy'all

# Server Port
20010

# Diffie-Hellman p
789738360153468172470088613576628733387936700723699479238015195118503255091498
3506148400098806010880449684316518296830583436041101740143835597057941064647

# Diffie-Hellman g
233393864576615061551125594316969409746929453873057733047036523074818572916009
7289200390738424346682521059501689463393405180773510126708477896062227281603

# Challenge Length
128

# Monitor Public Key exponent (e)
65537

# Monitor Public/Private Key modulus (n)
128320649625607794965683985453075121062381443120774741538760860569128070030015
112224528911518647278122035140653082189740343881301556316742164917218474784376
467434904326562587169411287028570935938283091087798107611361656246449178688800
299501891477095386625408708473879820866543155564640221065466514692504488377

# Karn Key Size in bytes
64

The start and end times are translations to posix time from the date and time selected in the window of  
Figure 7, which is opened from the Configurator (Figure 6).  The monitor location and port come from the 
monitor line in players.txt which is visible in the players properties list (an example of which is shown 
in Figure 3) and can be entered in the add player window shown in Figure 4.  The server location is the IP 
address on which a Client’s Passive Server is listening.  This is obtained from the rightmost column of the 
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players properties list  (see  Figure 3).   The Diffie-Hellman p and g parameters are hard-wired at  the 
moment in the source code, specifically in configFrame.java.  The challenge length is the number of 
digits in a number that is selected for purposes of authentication.  This comes from the parameter ‘RSA  
Authen Bit  Length’ in the Configurator.   The Monitor  public key,  including exponent  and modulus,  is 
selected from a database of 10 such sets (keys.txt) by the parameter ‘RSA Monitor Key Pair’ in the 
Configurator (Figure 6 shows the value 3 which is an index into the list of 10 sets).  The Monitor certificate 
also comes from that selection.   The Parms file that is sent to the maintainer of the Monitor also includes 
the RSA Monitor private key.

run.client:
This is a script in the package sent to the players and may be used to connect a Client to an openvpn  
network.  Line 4 is where the socks-proxy is invoked.  In the supplied run.client file this is commented, 
meaning no socks proxy is used.  Uncomment Lines 4 and 5 iIf a socks proxy is used and replace the 
address visitor@helios.ececs.uc.edu with the address of the correct competition socks proxy server. Also 
uncomment the socks-proxy line in  client.conf.  If Players are to have one IP address per host the 
Contest Administrator may decide to uncomment lines 2 and 3 to make sure no other openvpn processes 
are running when Line 6 is reached – interference with other openvpn processes will  likely prevent a  
connection with the openvpn server.   All edits are done before configuration so as not to have to change 
a file for each Client.

#!/bin/bash
# sudo killall openvpn
# sleep 1
# ssh -N -f -T -D 8080 visitor@helios.uc.edu
# sleep 1
sudo openvpn client.conf &
echo $! > vpn.pid

stop.client:
A script in the package sent to the players which is executed by a Player to kill the connection to the  
openvpn network.  This script also terminates the connection to the proxy, if one is used.  The Contest  
Adminstrator will have to edit line 2 and replace ‘visitor’ with the username associated with the proxy.

#!/bin/bash
# LINE=`pstree -paul | grep ssh | grep 8080 | grep visitor`
# IFS=',' read -ra N <<< $LINE
# PID=${N[1]}
# if [ -z "$PID" ]; then
#   echo no proxy running
# else
#   kill -9 $PID
#   echo proxy with pid $PID killed
# fi

if [ -e vpn.pid ]; then
   sudo kill -9 `cat vpn.pid`
   rm -f vpn.pid
fi

client.conf:
This is the openvpn configuration file that is sent to Players.  The text below is the uncommented contents 
of a typical configuration file.  All Players will see the same uncommented contents except for the lines  
beginning with  cert, and  key.  Keys and certificates will  be custom created for each Player and the 
names of the key and certificate files for each Player must replace the names in those lines below.   This  
is done automatically by the key maker of Figure 8 when ‘Distribute Keys’ is clicked.  The line beginning 
with remote shows an IP address which is set in the text field of the Control Panel shown in Figure 1.  If a 
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socks proxy is not used, the line beginning with socks-proxy should be commented by placing a semi-
colon (;) before socks-proxy. The Contest Administrator should not have to edit this file.

client
dev tap
proto tcp
resolv-retry infinite
nobind
user nobody
group nogroup
persist-key
persist-tun
remote-cert-eku “TLS Web Server Authentication”
cipher AES-128-CBC
comp-lzo
verb 4
;socks-proxy 127.0.0.1 8080   # uncomment to use a socks proxy
ca keys/ca.crt
cert keys/client0.crt
key keys/client0.key
remote localhost 1194

Parameters.txt:
The contents of this file, which is created by the Configurator, is shown in Appendix J.

players.txt:
Saves the information that  is displayed in the players properties list  of  Figure 3.   The following is a 
sample.   Columns, from left to right, are Player name (or directory that contains the package to be sent to  
the Player or Monitor maintainer), email address of the Player or Monitor maintainer, contest username, 
either the number of key sets to be given to the Player or the IP address of the Player or Monitor, and the  
port number on which the Player’s Passive Server will be listening or the Monitor will be listening.

player1 player1@gmail.com  JOHN_RIPPER too_many_secrets 1 20010
player2 player2@gmail.com  ARCANGEL natural_selecion 1 20000
monitor monitor@gmail.com  MONITOR --------- 10.8.0.99 8180

keys.txt:
Contains the database of 10 RSA key sets for the Monitor, one of which is selected in the Configurator.  
This database file is created by the window shown in Figure 2.  The first few lines of a typical keys.txt 
file are as follows.

vpnKeyIds.txt:
Contains a list  of  directory names, taken from the players properties list  of ,  so that  directories may 
bemanual created for the Player and Monitor packages.  Below is an example:
player1
player2
monitor

game-id.txt:
Contains information that is saved by and for the key maker as shown in Figure 8.  An example is shown 
below.

US
CA
Los Angeles
UCLA
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Cyber Game Room
player@gmail.com

server.conf:
This is the configuration file for the openvpn server and is in the  server subdirectory.  The following 
shows the uncommented lines from server.conf.  The ca, cert, and key lines act as similar lines did 
for  client.conf except that the key and certificate belong to the openvpn server.  The line beginning 
with server ensures an IP address exists for the server – in this case it is 10.8.0.1.  The lines 

  ifconfig-pool-persist ipp.txt 0 

and 

  client-config-dir ccd

assure that,  for all  keys that are distributed to Players and the Monitor,  there is a match with an IP 
address that is stated in files of subdirectory ccd and lines of file ipp.txt.  More on this is given in the 
sections below that describe ccd and ipp.txt.  The line beginning with local contains an address that 
comes from the text field of the Control Panel.

port 1194
proto tcp
dev tap
ca keys/ca.crt
cert keys/server.crt
key keys/server.key  # This file should be kept secret
dh keys/dh2048.pem
server 10.8.0.0 255.255.255.0
ifconfig-pool-persist ipp.txt 0
client-config-dir ccd
route 10.8.0.0 255.255.255.0
client-to-client
keepalive 10 120
cipher AES-128-CBC   # AES
comp-lzo
max-clients 100
user nobody
group nogroup
persist-key
persist-tun
status openvpn-status.log
log  openvpn.log
verb 4
local localhost

ipp.txt:
This file is in the server subdirectory and is referenced in server.conf.  Each line of this file pairs a 
key/certificate surname matched with an IP address.  The first few lines of an example  ipp.txt file 
follow:

client0,10.8.0.50
client1,10.8.0.51
client2,10.8.0.52
client3,10.8.0.53
client4,10.8.0.54
client5,10.8.0.55
client6,10.8.0.56
client7,10.8.0.57
…
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client49,10.8.0.99
Thus, for this example, key and certificate named client5.key and client5.crt belong to the Client 
that will live on IP address 10.8.0.55 in the contest.

clientX:
These files are placed in subdirectory  server/ccd.  The  X in each is a number from 0 to 49 in this 
example.  They enforce the matching between key and contest IP address.  An example for file client40 
is the following:

ifconfig-push 10.8.0.90 255.255.255.0
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